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AGENDA ITEM 31

Policies of apartheid of the Government of South
Africa:

(a) Report of the Special Committee against
Apartheid;

(b) Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Drafting
of an International Convention against Apartheid
in Sports;

(c) Report of the Secretary-General

1. The PRESIDENT: In accordance with the deci
sion taken yesterday afternoon [11th meeting], the
Assembly will consider draft resolution A139/L.2,
entitled "Situation in South Africa". I call on the
representative of Botswana, in his capacity as Chair
man of the Group of African States, to introduce the
draft resolution.
2. Mr. LEGWAILA (Botswana): I stand here on
behalf of the Group of African States at the United
Nations to commend to the sympathetic consider
ation of the Assembly the innocuous draft resolution
contained in document A139/L.2.
3. It is generally agreed and appreciated that the
current explosion of violence in South Africa is a
direct consequence of the recent imposition of a
racist constitution on the people of South Africa,
even though the South African authorities may have
a different explanation for it. It is quite possible that,
true to character, the leaders of South Africa do not
see why the majority of the people of South Africa
should rise against a constitutional dispensation
which, for the first time in the history of that country,
allows South Africans of Asian descent and Col
oureds to play a role as peons in South Africa's now
three-legged Parliament. Indeed, the riots and dem
onstrations currently rocking South Africa are seen
by the authorities ID that country as the work of
criminals, people without a cause, unemployed tso
tsis who exploit, for no respectable purpose or cause,
grievances over rental increases, unemployment and
Bantu education. Put differently, the black man, so
they say, has no reason to rebel against a constitutIon
which negates his existence in South Africa because
he has already been taken care of constitutionally,
that is, he has been driven into the so-called home
lands, barren waste lands on the periphery of "White
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South Africa", where he is "free" to exercise his
tribal self-determination.
4. But, of course, the reality is quite different. The
reality, as Professor Peter Vale of Rhodes University
in South Africa has aptly observed, is that: "The
timing of the riots (which purportedly began as anti
rent demonstrations) was a reminder to the Govern
ment that the black majority won't be duped by
reforms which have given them nothing". The Rand
Daily Mail observed two years ago: "It is clear that
blacks who remain totally excluded [from the consti
tutional dispensation] will find no pleasure from the
plan".
5. Yes, the message to the ruling white minority and
its new junior partners is very clear indeed, and it is
that: first, even the most intricate and grandiose
constitutional stratagem contrived to convert mil
lions of black South Africans into citizens of tribal
archipelagos will not be mistaken for meaningful
change by the disenfranchised and denationalized
majority; secondly, not only will the black majority
derive no comfort from a constitutional dispensation
which regards them as non-existent, but also their
deep sense of alienation and rejection in their own
land will drive them to resort to the weapon of
hopelessness and desperation, that is, the weapon of
violent revolution as an instrument of liberation; and
thirdly, the central issue in South Africa is not one of
finding space in the white man's laa~er for South
African Indian and Coloured commumties; it is one
of creating the necessary conditions for the establish
ment of a common non-racial society born of a true
sense of community.
6. Yes, the South African society will remain a
violent society so long as millions of its members are
denied their basic human rights, among which is the
right to freedom and liberty and to life itself. And in
the past few weeks, as we all know-a tragic few
weeks during which many leaders have been detained
without trial-the people of Sebokeng, Soweto and
other townships have been denied even the right to
bury the victims of police bullets in a manner they
deemed appropriate, and the right to worship their
God in peace has been proscribed. And we wonder
why there is so much violence in that tormented
country. Apartheid, as we all k~lOW, is a violent
policy. It can only be applied through the constant
use of violence, and violence, as history attests,
always begets violence.
7. By this draft resolution which we are about to
adopt-and adopt, we hope, unanimously-we, the
Group of African States, do not mean to exacerbate
the situation in South Africa, but to contribute to the
search for a solution to it. The African Group derives
no pleasure from the shedding of blood by either side
of the widening chasm of racial polarIzation that
divides the people of South Africa, but we deem it
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our responsibility, our duty as Africans, to bring this does not advocate public condemnations as solutions
intolerable situation to the General Assembly so that for problems that obtain in that part of the continent.
together we can vent our colle.ctive revulsion and 14. Finally, my delegation would like to appeal to
~nger aJ?d express the, very ser~ous, concern ~f the the appropriate South African authorities to create a
mternattonal commumty at a situatIon that, In our political atmosphere that will promote peace, securi-
vie~, ,clearly poses a sen,?us danger to the peace and ty and stability and will allow political participation
stabilIty of southern Afnca and the world at large. by all South Africans as equals.
8. The draft resolution rejects South Africa's racist 15. Mr. PIERRET (France) (interpretation from
ethnocentric constitution foisted on the people of French): France has certain reservations concerning
South Africa three weeks ago-a constitution already some of the terms used in the second preambular
declared null and void by Security Council resolution paragraph and also in paragraphs 1 and 3, but my
554 (1984). It points out, in Professor Vale's words, delegation will vote in favour of the draft resolution
that "the black majority in South Africa will not be in order to make clear its condemnation of the brutal
duped by reforms" which regard them as aliens repression of the recent uprisings in South Africa.
withou~ rights in thei,r own country, and the draft 16. Those uprisings coincided with the implemen-
resolutIOn reaffirms, m paragraph 6, that tation of consthutional changes which would con-

"only the total eradication of apartheid and the tinue to entrench the system of apa,rtheid in that
establishment of a non-racial democratic society cou;ntl)'. The~ reflected the exasperatIOn of a black
based on majority rule, through the full and ,free maJonty depnved. of ,any prospect~ for a fu;ure, and
exercise of adult suffrage by all the people In a they express~d rejectIon of an unjust and ~nhuman
united and unfragmented South Africa, can lead to order. The violence unleashed by the forces In power
a just and lasting solution of the explosive situation will change nothing and will settle nothing. South
in South Africa". Africa will live in peace only when its laws recognize

We have to repeat this truism, if only to make it equali;y and dig~ity for ~ll its ,citizens. A, p~aceful
abundantly dear time and time again that no consti- evolutIOn of the situatIon IS possible, and this IS what
tutional artifice designed to modernize apartheid, no France ardently hopes for. . .
solution which pretends that South Africa belongs 17. Mr. ,STEFANINI (Italy): We wish to take this
exclusively to the minority whites and a handful of opportumty to, state once agaIn our firm support for
Indian and Coloured opportunists, will spare South the long:s~andmg call b):' the General As~embly f~r
Africa the ghastly consequences of its refusal to learn the abohtl,on of ap,arthezd. and the estabhshme~t In
the lessons of history. South Afnca of a Just society based on equal nghts

9 I · h d"l' . for all.. t IS my onour an pnvI ege, In my capacity as ' ,
Chairman of the Group of African States for this 18. W~ need not recal~ ~Ither our condem~atl(~mof
month, to commend to the unanimous support of the aparthezd, or our po.sltIon on the ~onstItu,tlOnal
Assembly draft resolution A/39/L.2. changes In South Afnca. Our record IS consistent.

, Last year we voted In favour of General Assembly
10. !~e PRESIDENT: T~e Assembly wIll now take resolution 38111; more recently, our views have been
a deCISion on draft resolutIon .A/39/~.2.and Add. I.. I reflected in the Declaration on South Africa adopted
f)ha~l first call on those dele~atIons wlshmg to explam on 11 September 1984 by the Foreign Ministers of
theIr votes before the votmg. the 10 member States of the European Community
11. Mr. MIZERE (Malawi): The draft resolution [see A/39/487].
before us is an embodiment of the world's opposition 19. With regard to the draft resolution before us,
to the policy of racial discrimination, and it reminds Italy has some reservations on paragraph 3 and on
us of four principal elements: first, total rejection of some of the wording, particularly in the seventh
the policy of apartheid, which relegates the blacks of preambular paragraph and paragraphs 4 and 7. We
that country to a status of permanent inferiority and also have doubts whether it is appropriate for the
humiliation; secondly, reiteration of the international United Nations to decide on the legal validity of
community's opposition to tite constitutional dispen- constitutions or of electoral laws, no matter how
sation in South Africa which has deliberately exclud- much we disapprove of them. Nevertheless, in
ed the blacks from the parameters of political power accordance with our long-standing position, we shall
in that country; thirdly, rejection of the policy of vote in favour of the draft resolution,
homela~ds earmarked for the ~lacks; and, fou,rthly, 20 The PRESIDENT: We shall now vote on draft
expresslO~of sorrow at the cont~nued blood-lettmg, m resolution A/39/L.2 and Add.l. A recorded vote has
South ~f~lca and a demonstratIOn of sympathy wI~h been requested.
the pohtIcal have-nots, some of whom have laId d d k
down their lives in their endeavours to create a A recor e vote ~as ta en., .
unitary State in which all South Africans can live in In .t:;vour: Afghat:llstan, Al.bama, Algena, Ango~a,
peace and friendship, sharing a common commit- ArgencIna, Austraha, AUStrIa, Bah~mas, Bahram,
ment as a people, as a nation and, indeed, as a ~a~gladesh, Barbado~, Belg1U!U, BenIn, Bhutan, ~o-
Government hVIa, Botswana, BrazIl, BruneI Darussalam, Bulgafla,

, . Burma, Burundi, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Re-
~2. HJ~tory and,geograp,hy have ~laced my country public, Cameroon, Canada, Cape Verde, Central
In a so~thern Afflcan p~htJcal dest,InY] and therefore African Republic, Chad, China, Colombia, Comoros,
Ma~~wI cannot and wI~1 not be mdlffere~t to the Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia,
pohtlcal developments In that part of Afnca. Democratic Kampuchea, Democratic Yemen, Den-
13. It is against this background that my delegation mark, Djibouti, Egypt. El Salvador, Ethiopia, Fiji,
will vote for tlie draft resolution. It wishes, however, Finland, France, Gabon, Gambia, German Demo-
to take this opportunity to reiterate its deep-rooted cratic Republic, Germany, Federal Republic of,
belief in the policy of contact and dialogue as a Ghana, Greece, Grenada, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
means of solving disputes and to point out that it Guyana, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indone-
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sia, Iran (Islamic Republic 00, Iraq, Ireland, Italy, the Security Council-has competence to declare the
Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, KU'vait, Lao constitution of a Member State null and void.
People's Democratic Republic, Lesotho, Libyan Arab 27. Mr. AOKI (Japan): We strongly oppose the
Jamahiriya, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Malawi, Ma- institutionalized system of racial discrimination in
laysia, Maldives, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Mexi- South Africa and have long been calling upon the
co, Mongolia, Morocco, Mozambique, Netherlands, Government of South Africa to heed the call of the
New Zealand, NIcaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, international community totally to abandon apar-
Oman, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philip- theid. We fully understand the plight of the majority
pines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Sao of the people in South Africa, and we are gravely
Tome and Principe, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sey- concerned at the ongoing demonstrations and pro-
chelles, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Solomon Is:ands, tests against the so-called constitutional reform in
Somalia, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Suriname, Swazi- various parts of the country which are being re-
land, Sweden, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Togo, pressed by the authorities of South Africa. My
Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, delegation fully shares the sentiment behind the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet resolution just adopted and that is why we voted in
Socialist Republics, United Arab Emirates, United favour of it.
Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Venezue-
la, Viet Nam, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zaire, Zambia, 28. However, my delegation feels obliged to point
Zimbabwe. out that this resolution was adopted without a~y

substantive debate and even before all the Member
Against: None. States were given a chance to express their basic
Abstaining: United Kingdom of Great Britain and positions in the general debate. We believe that on a

Northern Ireland, United States of America. matter such as this, which is of major concern to the
The draft resolution was adopted by 133 votes to world community, efforts should have been made for

none, with 2 abstentions (resolution 39/2).' a consensus resolution so as to ensure that it would
21. The PRESIDENT: I shall now call on those more effectively exert pressure on South African
representatives who wish to explain their votes. authorities.
22. Mr. MILES (United Kingdom): Although we 29. In addition to these procedural points, I would
shall have a more appropriate opportunity to consid- also like to state that, as with other resolutions on
er the serious matter before us when the remainder of this agenda item adopted previously, my delegation
the debate under agenda item 31 takes place, I must has reservations on some of the elements contained
briefly place on record some formal reservations of in the present resolution.
the United Kingdom on parts of the resolution just 30. Mr. CARLSON (Canada): My delegation has
adopted. joined the majority of the Assembly in voting in
23. Events in South Africa arouse deep emotion. It favour of the resolution before us. We did so because
is often extraordinarily difficult to take a balanced we reject policies designed to perpetuate apartheid
and objective view of them. But it is all the more and racial discrimination. This was made clear most
important that the General Assembly should take recently in the statement of Canada's Secretary of
account of the facts and respect the Charter of the State for External Affairs to the Assembly on 25
United Nations. September [7th meetin~]. While opposed to apartheid
24. My Government's profound anxiety about the and other forms of raCIsm, my delegation has certain
situation within South Africa has been expressed legal and policy reservations about some of the
here many times. Our concern at the recent violence, language used in this resolution, in particular the
rioting and detentions was reflected in the Declara- latter part of paragraph 3. Our vote in favour of this
tion on South Africa [ibid.]. However, we regret that resolution should not be taken as an indication of a
some of the language in the resolution just adopted, change in the Canadian position adopted in this
notably, where it refers to "wanton killing", "virtual regard in both the General Assembly and other
martial law" and "continued massacre", distorts an forums.
already grave state of affairs. Nor can we endorse the 31. Miss DEVER (Belgium) (interpretation from
implicit preference for armed struggle over peaceful French): Belgium has publicly and on numerous
solutions; moreover, this is not a question of national occasions condemned the policy of apartheid of
liberation. The policy of apartheid violates the civil South Africa. Regarding the entry into force of the
and political rights of the people of South Africa, but new constitution in that country, you have been
it is going too far to describe it as "a crime against informed of the Declaration on South Africa adopted
humanity and a threat to international peace and by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the 10
security". member States of the European Community.
25. As my delegation explained on 15 November 32. In referring to the resolution which has just
1983, at the thirty-eighth session [56th meeting]2 and been adopted-and my delegation voted in favour of
in the Security Council on 17 August 1984,l the it-I should like to express reservations on the
United Kingdom is looking for progress towards formulation ()f certain provisions which, in particu-
constitutional arrangements which are acceptable to lar, do not sufficiently take into account the respec-
the people of South Africa as a whole, but'considers it tive competences of the General Assembly and the
wrong to make a final judgement now about the new Security Council.
arrangements. We believe that the recent disturb- 33. Mr. KEYES (United States of America): The
ances were caused by a number of factors, not simply delegation of the United States regrets that it is
the new constitution. unable to join in support of this resolution, which
26. Finally, with reference to the first two preambu- comes before the General Assembly in the wake of
lar paragraphs and paragraph 1 of the resolution just the serious and deeply troublin~ events in South
adopted, we must reiterate that no organ of the Africa. The recent upsurge of VIolence there illus-
United Nations-neither the General Assembly nor trates once again the tragic consequences of denying
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General debate (continued)

47. Mr. TERAN TERAN (Ecuador) (interpretation
from Spanish): I bring to this world forum the
fraternal greetings of the people of Ecuador and its
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the natural human passion for freedom. We join with chamber elections for Coloureds and Asians in South
other members of this body in condemning the Africa:
~nhere~t injustice of apartheid. We join them ~s well "The demonstratively low turn-out (less than 20
m callIng 0!l the .Govern~ent of SO,uth Afnca to per cent) of eligible voters among the Coloured
abandon thIs polIcy, whIch we belIeve to be a population and even less in the case of the Indians
violatio~of.fundamental ~uman rights and a bet~ayal confirms the concern felt by the Government of
of the dIgnIty and. conscIence of all South Afncans the Federal Republic of Germany that the majority
and of human bemgs everywhere. of those affected fail to see the new South African
34. At the same time, we believe that our strong constitution either as a constructive step forward
revulsion against the injustice of apartheid and our or as a sufficiently large concession. From the
deep compassion for the victims of the recent outset, the Government of the Federal Republic of
disturbances in South Africa does not authorize us or Germany has been greatly concerned that the
the General Assembly to indulge in violent rhetoric constitutional reform contains no measures aimed
that can only exacerbate an already tragically violent at granting political rights to the black majority,
situation. On the strength of this belief, we have in despite the fact that blacks make up 73 per cent of
the past consistently opposed language such as that the population.
contained in. paragraph ,3 of the resolution before us. "The new constitution has a considerable 'legiti-
We opp~se It. now. ThIS language, as wel~ as other macy deficit'. The black majority is fully excluded
for~ulatIons In the text ~e,for~ u~, are sImply not from political activity and only a small minority of
JustIt:ied by the facts. Nor IS,lt wlthm ~he competence Coloureds and Indians are willing to co-operate in
of thl~ bqdy or of the Secu~lty CouncIl to declare the the narrowly defined limits of the new system."
constItutIon of South Afnca or that of any other ."
Member State "null and void". The latest developme~ts m South Afnca have rem-
35. We believe that the fate of South Africa is and forced our apprehensIOns.
should be in the hands of the people of South Africa. ~2. Howeve~, I have to stress our strong reserya-
The struggle to eliminate injustice an~ to establis.h a ~Ions concernmg paragraphs 1and 3 of the reso~utIon
democratic system that respects the nghts of all IS a Just adopted. As m1;1ch .as w~ may doubt the ,wI~d~m
process as complex as it is vital. Recent events of the new constIt,utIon, It cannot for Jundlc~l
highlight its urgency but also its dangers. If this reasons alone-that IS, the lack of competence of thIS
Assembly's response to that urgency aggravates those body-be declared null and v~id. ,Furtherm.o~e,with
dangers, it only increases the likelihood that the ~espect to paragraph 3, we mamtam the posItIon that
process of change will become instead a cycle of self- It IS not ~ matter for, the General Assembly to
destruction. Because we care about all the people of pronounce,ttselfon ,questIons reserve4 by the C~arter
South Africa, we cannot favour such a response. We of the Umted NatIons to the Secunty CouncIl.
will continue our efforts to support th~se wh~ seek a 43. Mr. MALINGA (Swaziland): The delegation of
more hopeful solutIOn to the South Afncan dIlemma. the Kingdom of Swaziland voted in favour of the
We urge all States and Governments here represented resolution which the Assembly has just adopted and
to do the same. wishes to make the following points.
36. Mr. KURPE~SHOEK (Netherlands): The 44. The delegation of Swaziland fully supports the
Netherlands voted m favour of the resolutIOn Just main thrust of the resolution, which appropriately
adopted. addresses itself to the urgent need for the establish-
37. The new South African constitution falls far ment of a non-racial society based on the fundamen-
short of the fundamental reforms necessary to bring tal norms of democracy, whereby participation by all
an end to apartheid in South Africa. We cannot but the people, irrespective of their colour, race or creed,
disapprove in the strongest terms of the fact that no is sacrosanctly observed. The new constitution ex-
provision was made in the constitution for the cludes the black majority; and it is my delegation's
political rights of the black majority of South Africa. belief that they should be included in the decision-
38. However, we have some reservations on the text making process of the country of their birth.
of the resolution.,. sh~ll !efer,to,two of them. Firs~, in 45. We reiterate Swaziland's position that we recog-
my .Government, s opmlOn, It IS not for th,e ,Umted nize every nation's right to self-determination and
NatIOns to pass Judge!lle~t on the legal v~lIdlty of a independence. But we find it very, very difficult to go
M~mber State's cons,tItut~on ~md declare ~t n,ull and along with certain prescriptions designed to solve the
VOId..Secondly, the sItuatIon In South Afnca IS not a situation inside South Africa. We stand opposed to
col<?mal 0!le; th~refore, we cannot endorse a call for the use of violence, for our geographical position and
natIOnal lIberatIOn. economic vulnerability impose a heavy burden on
39. The recent recurrence of violence in South our country.
Africa is, in ~y Go.v~rnment's opinion, not .rel~ted 46. Finally, Swaziland strongly believes in the phi-
only to t~e l!llposltlon of the new constltut,IOG. losophy of peaceful negotiations, for history has
Howev~r, It pomts t~ t~e urge,nt need for apartheid to taught us that violence has never resulted in anything
be abolIsh,ed forth,wlth l!l the Interest of the peopl~,of but counter-productivity.
South AfrIca and In the Interest of peace and stabIlIty
in the region.
40. Count YORK von WARTENBURG (Federal
Republic of Germany): My delegation voted in
favour of the resolution just adopted because we find
ourselves in support of its main thrust.
41. Our position on the matter has already been
made clear in the following statement issued by my
Government on the result of the parliamentary
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over by Mr. 57. Latin America calls upon the developed
world-the first and second worlds-to open the
door to trade in the products that Latin America can
export and in so doing to abandon the series of
restrictive measures or the groupings inspired by
political principles rather than by the norms of sound
economy-political principles which have consis
tently been prejudicial to Latin America's opportuni
ties for export and foreign trade earnings.

58. Like all Latin American countries, Ecuador is
aware of the need for a policy of austerity. It is true
that the effects of indebtedness induced Latin Ameri
can Governments to overspend, but it is no less true
that international creditors stimulated such policies
in their desire to invest capital not only in productive
sectors, as had always been the traditIon with banks
and private international financial mechanisms, but
also in Governments, and that which could eventual
ly have helped and relieved Latin American countries
undoubtedly prompted the overspending. But auster
ity must not mean the death sentence for Latin
American communities, which cannot be compelled
to lower the standards of their economic life, of their
productivity, of their sources ofemployment to levels
at which the problem no longer affects Latin Ameri
can communities only but becomes an explosive
world problem, with masses of people impoverished
not because there is any lack of resources from which
they may benefit but because of an economic system
that stresses payment mechanisms for an old debt
and forgets or minimizes what is necessary for the
people's subsistence.

59. Ecuador supports any initiative that can
strengthen understanding and unity in the world, in
regions and in subregions. This applies within the
Andean Group, where Ecuador advocates practical
and positive rather than theoretical economic and
cultural integration, just as it does within the g!'oup
of South Pacific countries, within which it reaffirms
the legitimacy of their defence of their sovereign right
over their seas and the natural resources therein, as
well as over the sea-bed as an integral part of the
heritage of and a promise of well-being for our
peoples. It applies, too, within the group of Amazo
nian countrIes, in order to safeguard its national
destiny and sovereignty in a region where we reaffirm
Ecuador's rights as an Amazonian country from the
epic discovery of the Amazon River by the Quito
expedition of 1541 to the time when Ecuador,
faithful to its tradition of peace and legality, sought
to strengthen friendly relations with Peru and sought
a sincere climate of mutual understanding in order to
promote a just and honourable solution to its territo
rial controversy.

60. At a time when it is imJ?erative for the peoples
to hear constructive voices 10 favour of concerted
action and the common good, Ecuador will not rest
in its efforts to draw closer to all countries of the
world, in particular those to which it is bound by
history and geography, by nature and blood, by
culture and common objectives.
61. Ecuador's sense of universality demands de
fence of the principles of non-intervention, the self
determination of peoples, the peaceful settlement of
disputes, respect for ideological pluralism and human
rights, and the rejection of all forms of intervention,
aggression, colomalism and the acquisition of territo
ry by force. Just as we respect the sovereignty of
others, so we demand respect for ours.
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constitutional Government, presided
Lean Febres Cordero.
48. My congratulations go to the President of the
General Assembly on his election, which reflects the
universal importance of the African continent and
the prestige he has earned as the representative of
Zambia in the exercise of important functions in the
United Nations.
49. I also greet the President of Panama, Mr. Jorge
Illueca, who so brilliantly conducted the work of the
thirty-eighth session of the General Assembly; and
the Secretary-General, a distinguished Latin Ameri
can diplomat.
50. Ecuador is also happy to welcome the newest
Member of the Organization, Brunei Darussalam, a
member of the Association of South-East Asian
Nations [ASEAN], with which my country maintains
cordial relations through the Andean Group.
51. We are all very much aware of the gravity of the
present time. The poorest peoples, grouped or identi
fied within that miscellany which is called the third
world, call, with varying degrees of urgency, for
immediate efforts by the other world blocs to avert
dangers that could lead to a veritable catastrophe if
they are not overcome. The indifference of some, the
worsening living conditions of most and the trend
towards aggression rather than solution of others are
to blame for this. Global negotiations gain impor
tance daily at the international level, and they should
be such as to strengthen tht> movement towards co
operation rather than confrontation.
52. Ecuador agrees with the demands for a prompt
and equitable solution to the most important prob
lems of our time made by the Movement of Non
Aligned Countries at various times. That Movement
will gain greater authority to the extent that its
proposals are characterized by austerity, objectivity
and the absence of extremism or partiality to any of
the other world blocs.
53. Foreign debts, particularly, but not exclusively,
those of Latin American countries, have required
slow and exhaustive renegotiation. Certain demands
that ignore economic realities and threaten the
survival of peoples have faced many countries with
tragic dilemmas.
54. The problem of indebtedness is the common
responsibility of debtors and creditors, of those that
control the main economic currents in the world and
the peoples subjected to them. The solution must
involve them all. Once again, co-operation is essen
tial, but from time to time the threat of aggressive
confrontation looms ahead.
55. Ecuador maintains an open attitude regarding
dialogue and negotiations with the industrialized
countries and financial organizations, but it stresses
the inescapable need for renegotiation to leave free
an essential margin not only for the survival but for
the progress of debtor countries.
56. The extension of deadlines for debt renegotia
tion, the opening of new lines of credit and other
similar measures will not provide a real 'solution to
the problem of Latin American indebtedness. The
only effective and definitive solution will have to
come through the restructuring of economic policies.
These should no longer be insDired by ill-conceived
protectionism, which is largely to blame for the fact
that Latin America has a growing current account
deficit in its balance of rayments and that it has
become a net exporter 0 capital.
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62. Ecuador observes with satisfaction the progress well as the need to apply the benefit of the orbit, a
achieved towards a peaceful solution of the question limited natural resource, in favour of developing
of the Beagle Channel. This was inevitable since it countries in general and equatorial countries in
involves two sister countries united by the moral and particular.
spiritual voice t1}at carries most authority on our 68 Th f' l't th nessI . e same sense 0 umversa I y, e aware
p anet. that it is the human condition that sets juridical
63. Ecuador has supported and will continue to values and not the reverse, inspires the attitude of
support initiatives aiming at peace and understand- Ecuador with respect to the promotion and defence
ing among peoples, This is why the Ecuadorian of human rights, All States are committed to the
delegation supports the efforts to settle the differ- promotion and defence of those rights, No selective
ences concerning the question of the Malvinas or discriminatory criterion, be it inspired by political
Islands. order OT by ideology, justifies any dichotomy in this
64. In the United Nations, Ecuador has supported system. Human beings are the direct and inevitable
and will continue to support the need for the object of the unrestricted recognition of certain
withdrawal of foreign forces from all territories elementary rights, and the ignoring of them cannot be
which do not belong to them, whether in Afghani- justified on the basis of the imperatives of power or
stan, Lebanon and the Middle East as a whole, the organization of States, whatever may be the
Cyprus, Kam.puchea, Namibia or Chad, Similarly, philosophy that inspires them. In Ecuador, human
Ecuador rejects any form of violence, destabilization rights are fully respected. The rule of law has
of States, intervention or deployment of forces of any prevailed. The State is the first to abide by the
foreign origin in Central Amedca. That is why Constitution and the law. The Government strictly
Ecuador has given its full support to the actions observes and respects the rights of individuals and
taken by the Contadora Group of Latin American groups. The present Government, the result of an
Governments and trusts that they will achieve practi- overwhelming electoral process, which has received
cal results. It hopes, therefore, that it may soon be the broad backing of the majority of the citizens, is
possible m hold completely free elections in those inspired by the princi~les of Christianity as a doc-
Central American countries still governed by non- trine which defends the equality and the dignity of
democratic Governments, and it reaffirms the con- the individual, and it is oriented towards the exclu-
cept of a democracy not as a formal system that sive aim of working untiringly in favour of the
merely appears to be one but as a real, vital system, people, in keeping with freedom and justice.
in which the principles of the Charter of the United 69. For the reasons I have mentioned, the National
Nations find concrete and unrestricted application; Government will devote maximum efforts to the
in which the freedom of individuals and groups is a preservation of true democracy and peaceful coexist-
categorical imperative for the organs of public power; ence and the rejection of all threats of terrorism,
and where power and force bow to the need to h' h 'd . . h .,
respect the dignity and freedom of individuals. w IC we conSI er as a cnme agamst umamty, Just

as we consider the traffic in narcotic drugs. These
65. Since its L ~cession to independence, Ecuador concepts were set forth and incorporated in the Quito
has been a constant defender of the freedom of man. Declaration a~ainst Traffic in Narcotic Drugs of 11
It was one of the first countries to abolish slavery August 1984 lA/39/407, annex].
entirely, within a process which sprang from the
genius of the ideas of Bolivar, the Liberator, when we 70. Collective responsibilities for disarmament and
were a part of "Gran Colombia", In 1851 Ecuador development are also universal. The primary objec-
eliminated the last remnants of the slave system. The tive of the United Nations continues to be develop-
eradication of racial discrimination has also been the ment, and to attain this it is imperative to achieve
subject of considerable legislation throughout Ecua- peace, which has so often been disturbed and threat-
dor's history and it is fully enshrined in the political ened in past years. Disarmament is not merely a
Constitution of the State. mechanical activity for dismantling war machinery;

it must be a moral attitude, whereby respect for
66. Within the United Nations the Latin American individuals and collectivities prevails over the imper-
countries have contributed to the universalization of atives of power. The kind of disarmament that must
the passion for freedom. As a result, Ecuador has be attained is moral disarmament, that which elimi-
supported everything contributing to decolonization nates the aggressive instinct from the actions and the
and, consequently, the admission of new Members to conscience of man and which curbs the arrogance
the Organization. Similarly, we have been opposed to and desire for dominance of whoever feels strongest.
exclusions of any kind. It is the right of all States to
belong to the world Organization, and it is in the 71. Atomic explosions for warlike purposes are to
interest of the United Nations to attain universality be condemned wherever they take place, and those in
in the most complete manner possible. Consequently, thf~ South Pacific are of particular concern to my
Ecuador would be pleased to see the admission of country. Given the danger which those tests repre-
both Koreas, either jointly, which would give cause sent for the ecological balance of the region, such
for satisfaction, or individually or, better still, as one explosions have been condemned by the South
unified Korea, if the ongoing negotiations yield Pacific Permanent Commission, an organization
successful reSUlts. comprising Colombia, Chile, Ecuador and Peru.
67. As in the case of the maritime extensions, so in 72. Development must become, as it has not yet
the new geographical, historical and juridical dimen- become, a shared task, in which the rkh and the poor
sions of outer space, above all in the matter of the have somethin~ to gain and something to bring and
geostationary orbit of satellites, Ecuador renews its in which a polItical attitude of willing co-operation
appeal for such areas to remain solely within the and not a bureaucratic fiction of pseudo-co-operation
realm of peaceful use, free from any warlike purpose, prevails as an ordinary circumstance in the interna-
and it reaffirms its rights as an equatorial country as tional community.
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------------------~--.-.;;..73. The most powerful countries are inevitably 78. Mr. ANDREI (Romania) (interpretation from
committed to expressing an unequivocal political will French): I have the greatest pleasure in conveying to
for co-operation, so that the world economy may you, Sir, our warmest congratulations and best
recover arid international economic relations may wishes for success on the occasion of your election to
become less unfair. the presidency of the thirty-ninth session of t1 "

General Assembly.
74. The co-operation of the world Powers with the
developing world must be extended in a pragmatic 79. The work of the Assembly is taking place in a
way. Not only risk-capital flows, direct investment, very complex international situation and in an
h l': f hid . d·t d environment marked by particularly grave tension.

t e tranSler 0 tec no ogy, an opemng cre I s an The policy of maintaining and redIviding zones of
markets, but also the processes of multilateral co-
operation must be expanded and intensified. An end influence and spheres of domination and the policy
must be put to that absurd restrictive criterion of of force and the threat of force are intensifying. Old
discouraging investments by the richest countries in conflicts among States have been a~gravated while
the areas of the developing world, whether such new ones have emerged. ManifestatIOns of the cur-
discouragement springs from financial, protectionist rent economic crisis-which affect practically all
or political motives. There must be an awareness of States and particularly the developing ones-have
the fact that the contribution in technology, people been amplified, thus further heightening world eco-
and capital from the more developed countries is an nomic and political instability.
essential requ;rement for the rapid and harmonious 80. A particularly aggravating factor in the interna-
progress of the so-called developing world. tional situation is the acceleration of the arms race

a~:rl, first and foremost, the nuclear-arms race, which
75. Ecuador was one of the founding countries of has increased the danger of a new world war which,
the United Nations. We are on the eve of celebrating under present circumstances, would inevitably be-
40 years of existence of the Organization. My country come a destructive thermonuclear war. The switch-
reiterates that the United Nations system is of over to deployment by the United States of medium-
paramount importance for peace, stability and pro- range nuclear missiles in the countries of Western
gress in the world. It is necessary to enhance the Europe and the consequent use of nuclear counter-
Organization, refine it and, if necessary, transform it, measures announced by the Soviet Union have
so that it may be not only the forum for national further aggravated the entire world situation, and
declarations but much more: the grand stage on especially the situation in Europe.
which the peoples may reach an ever greater measure 81. The interests of peace, the policy of detente, co-
of understanding, friendship and common action. operation and security demand that everything be
Moreover, this fortieth anniversary must be an done to halt this dangerous course of events leading
occasion for revising procedures, reducing organiza- towards tension and war, to avoid a nuclear catastro-
tional costs and proliferation throughout the system, phe, which, for all practical purposes, would mean
and accentuating the technical service role of the the very destruction of human civilization and of
specialized agencies, in order to concentrate within those conditions necessary for the existence of life on
the United Nations itself responsibility of a political our planet.
nature. Any confusion in the matter of objectives,

• l': b h . I . I"t· I 82. Romania, and its President, Nicolae Ceau§escu,
any mterlerence y tec mca organs m po I Ica believe that the fundamental issue of our time is the
matters, will only imply a loss of authority and halting of the arms race and the implementation of
efficiency for the entire system. substantial measures of disarmament, first and fore-
76. It is therefore imperative, in the year that lies most nuclear disarmament, thereby defending the
before us, so to consolidate concrete actions that the supreme right of man and of peoples to existence, to
General Assembly may attain viable results, stressing life, to freedom, independence and peace.
common denominators and agreement, rather than 83. In the current international circumstances, Ro-
tension, extremism or sectoral interests. The Eco- mania and its President stand for and resolutely
nomic and Social Council must be the ideal forum militate for the halting of the deployment of United
for development issues, where pro~ress is made in the States medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe and
search for higher standards of lIving for the poor the esta:'lishment of a programme with a time-limit
majorities in the world, which is the primary and for the withdrawal of those already in place, as well
concrete objective of today's international system in as for the ~~'ssation of Soviet nuclear countermea-
the economic, social and cultural spheres; and the sures and the el'\tablishment of a programme with a
Security Council must fulfil the purpose for which it time-limit for the cancellation and elimination of
was established, particularly through an operative measures which have already been implemented.
system that enables it to reach peaceful solutions for Likewise, we consider that everything must be done
international disputes. for the urgent resumption of Soviet-United States
77. All these criteria and the endeavours I have negotiatic,ns aimed at achievin~ adequate agree-
mentioned, among the many others, altruistic and ments, which must ensure the elimination of medi-
positive, of the Organization constitute one of the urn-range and tactical missiles and of nuclear weap-
substantial elements in the restoration etf balance to ons from Europe.
the interdependent and planetary world we inhabit. 84. Romania believes that European countries on
It can make the difference between human co-opera- whose territory medium-range nuclear missiles have
tion and devastating strife9 between the hope that the already been deployed-or where such deployment is
approaching century may truly be better and the envisa~ed-bear a special responsibility for the fate
tragic pessimism that misunderstandin~ and of theIr own peoples and for the fate of peace in

'I blindness may pre tail in international relatIOns. It Europe and throughout the world. Those countries
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countermeasures and to bring about resumed negoti- tion of all of civilization and would obliterate even
ations between the Soviet Union and the United those conditions necessary for life on our planet. In a
States. future world war, in a nuclear war, there would be
85. Since the deployment of nuclear missiles con- neither vanquished nor victors; nuclear weapons
cerns the life and existence of all European peoples, it would not take into account differences between
is necessary for all States of the continent to partici- social systems; they would destroy nearly all of
pate actively in the conclusion of agreements and mankind. .
understandings providing for the elimination of 91. This is why it cannot be argued in any way that
missiles from Europe, thus barring the way towards a the production and deployment of new nuclear
nuclear catastrophe. In this spirit, we hold that, weapons would constitute a means of enhancing
simultaneously with the resumption of the Geneva security and peace. Quite the contrary: any new
negotiations between the Soviet Union and the nuclear weapon increases the insecurity of peoples
United States, it would be necessary to set up a and the danger of the destruction of civilization and
consultative commission of the countries belonging mankind. Attempts to play down the seriousness of
to the two military alliances in which other European the danger of the use of nuclear weapons are aimed
States, including neutral and non-aligned countries, solely at deceiving peoples and at influencing and
would also take part. Such a commission would hampering the struggle of the masses for peace and
consider the proposals put forward and make its disarmament and for the cessation of the policy of
contribution towards achieving an agreement be- confrontation a.ld the use or threat of the use of
tween the two sides. force. The peoples must be openly told that their
86. Given the special importance of these problems survival and the survival of future generations are in
for the peace and security of the entire world, we danger, that there could be no justification for the
believe that -it is the duty of all States Members of the continuation of the arms race or for testing and
United Nations to do everything possible to contrib- producing new nuclear weapons.
ute to finding adequate solutions responding to the Mr. Bucd (Italy), Vice-President, took the Chair.
interests of the people& and the need for detent~ ~"1d 92. Taking into account the huge quantities of
stability throughout the world. nuclear arms that have been stockpiled, when each
87. The Romanian delegation intends to hold wide side-the United States and the Soviet Union-can
consultations, in an open spirit of co-operation, with destroy all mankind at least 10 times over with the
all interested delegations in order to find the best weapons they already possess, there is really no point
ways by which the General Assembly can contribute in maintaining that several hundred missiles more or
to the attainment of these objectives. less could affect the balance of forces between the
88. In defence of peace, a huge movement of two sides. There is therefore no justification what-
peoples is developing in Europe and in other regions ever for continuing to test and produce new nuclear
of the world. This powerful movement has already weapons. That is why it is necessary to act with all
achieved some important results. Many cities have due responsibility for the interests of the peoples and
declared themselves nuclear-free zones. The Romani- of mankind, and to cease the production of new
an people, using all its strength on the great front of nuclear weapons and eliminate the existing ones; that
peace, nourishes the conviction that by acting in a is fully in accordance with the interests ofcivilization
firm and united manner the peace movement, pro- and of an the nations of the world.
gressive forces and peoples throughout the world can 93. Consequently, Romania has resolutely stood,
put a halt to the dangerous course of events leading and will continue to stand, in favour of the cessation
towards tension and war and can promote disarm- of the arms race, and first of all the nuclear-arms
ament and peace. race. We believe that a wide range of firm measures
89. Giving expression to the will and fundamental are required in this field, including the achievement
aspirations of the entire Romanian people for peace, of a turning-point in the disarmament negotiations,
President Nicolae Ceau~escu stated in a speech which for several years now have been practically at a
delivered on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary total stalemate.
of the National Day of Romania: 94. We also believe that the Soviet Union and the

"From this solemn meeting we appeal to all United States must resume their negotiations in all
heads of State and Government, to all peoples of fields of nudear disarmament and that a conference
Europe and to the entire world to unite our efforts should be convened, with the participation of all
in order to bar the way towards a world war and a nuclear-weapon States, with a view to achieving the
nuclear catastrophe. We have succeeded for close cessation of the production of new nuclear weapons
to 40 years now in preventing a new world war, but and of proceeding to the gradual reduction of existing
now we are facing a very grave situation. We must ones and eventually to their complete elimination.
do everything possible before it is too late, we must 95. We believe also that, within the framework of
go beyond &11 considerations and put an end to the the Conference on Disarmament, at Geneva, the
arms race, and above all the nuclear-arms race, to time has come to intensify negotiations designed to
ensure the supreme right of all peoples to existence, reach, without delay, a generally accepted agreement
to l1fe, to independence, to freedom and to peace." on the banning and destruction of chemical weapons,

90. Faced with the grave danger posed by the on the basis of the proposals submitted to the
unceasing escalation of the arms race, and first and Conference. The actions envisaged for the attainment
foremost the nuclear-arms race, it is imperative to of that objective must be an integral part of the
draw all the necessary conclusions and to take action efforts to achieve the prohibition and elimination of
to eliminate nuclear weapons, fully taking into all weapons of mass destruction.
account the severe warning of those scientists who 96. We attach great importance to the work of the
have demonstrated that the use of only a part of Conference on Confidence- and Security-building
existing nuclear arsenals would result in the destruc- Measures and Disarmament in Europe, meeting at
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Stockholm. Romania will continue to do everything peace throughout the world ever more seriously. That
in its power, in co-operation with all the other is why Romania constantly acts in favour of the
delegations, to ensure that that Conference makes a political settlement of all disputes between States. We
contribution, through its proceedings and its practi- consider it imperative that the highest responsibility
cal results, to the strengthening of confidence and should be shown, in the ov"'rriding interests of
security in Europe and that it fully meets the peoples and of international peace and security, to
expectations of peoples for disarmament-and, in ensure the cessation of military conflicts and the
the first place, nuclear disarmament-and for the elimination of hotbeds of tension and to solve all
building of a united Europe, free of nuclear weapons, issues in dispute among States by the only possible
a Europe of peace and co-operation between all its means: negotiations and peaceful methods. No mat-
States, whatever their social systems. ter how difficult and long the negotiations may be,
97. In our view, it is also necessary that everything they are preferable to any military confrontation, for
be done to reach agreement urgently on concrete s.uch confrontation does nothing but complicate
measures at the Vienna Talks on Mutual Reduction relations among States and worsen the international
of Forces and Armaments and Associated Measures situation.
in Central Europe; those negotiations have been 102. It is in this context that Romania, as always,
deadlocked for many years now. If both sides acted stands and firmly acts for a comprehensive solution
responsibly, demonstrating the necessary politk.ll in the Middle East and for a just and lasting peace,
will, an understanding could be reached. Even if it based on Israel's withdrawal from the territories
did not ensure substantia! reductions, it would have a occupied following the 1967 war, on the guarantee to
positive impact upon the peoples. It would thus be the Palestinian people of its right to self-determina-
proved that it is possible to reverse the trend of tion and to the establishment of its own independent
escalation of the arms race and to make progress on State, and on the safeguarding of the right to a free
the road to the achievement of a balance of forces and independent existence of all the States of the
based not on an increase but on a decrease in armed region. I would recall that, to that end, President
forces and armaments. Nicolae Ceau~escu, as long ago as 1978, took the
98. Romania has consistently stood and acted for initiative of proposing the convening of an interna-

tional peace conference on the Middle East, in the
developing co-operation with all the Balkan States, framework and with the active participation of the
enhar.cing trust and co-operation among those coun- United Nations, a conference in which all the parties
tries and tLrning that region into a zone free of concerned

9
including the Palestine Liberation Organ-

nuclear weapons and foreign military bases. We ization [PLO]-the sole legitimate representative of
likewise support the creation of such zones in the Palestinian people-the Soviet Union and the
northern and central Europe as well as in other parts United States would participate, as well as other
of the world. States that could contribute to the solution of the
99. In our view, it is absolutely necessary to agree complex problems of that part of the world. Romania
on concrete measures for the cessation of the arms considers that this initiative, which has recently been
race in outer space and for strict observance by all endorsed by an ever-increasing number of States, is
States of th~ obligations they have undertaken, completely valid today and that increased efforts by
pursuant to the international agreements in force, to the int~rnational community are required so that
begin serious negotiations with a view to preventing such a conference may be convened as soon as
the extension of military competition to this area and possible.
ensuring the effective use of outer space for exclu- 103. With regard to the situation in Lebanon,
sively peaceful purposes, in the interest of all man- Romania has been calling for the immediate and
kind. We therefore support the proposal by the unconditional withdrawal of Israeli troops from that
Soviet Union that negotiations for the prevenHon of country, for w:.de reconciliation among the internal
the militarization of outer space should start. political forces, and for guaranteeing the indepen-
100. In Romania's ~Iiew, a realistic way to achieve dence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of
tangible progress towards disarmament is the freez- Lebanon.
ing of military expenditures by an States-and in 104. Deeply concerned about the continuation of
particular by the great Powers, which are heavily the war between Iraq and Iran, which is causing great
armed-to be followed by the reduction of military human and material damage and creating new
budgets. The funds thus saved could be channelled to threats to the stability and peace of the region,
the development of the countries making such reduc- Romania stands firmly for the immediate cessation
tions, as well as to support the efforts of the of hostilities, for the withdrawal of troopr by both
developing countries. We apprrciate the activities to sides within the internationally recognized borolers
this end carried out within the United Nations, and that existed before the beginning of the conflict, and
Romania will act in favour of continuing the process for the solution of all the issues between the two
of drafting principles to guide States in their negotia- countries exclusively by the peaceful means of negoti-
tions of international agreements for freezing ant ations. We are concerned also about the trend
reducing military expenditures. towards escalation of the conflict in the Gulf area,
101. An essential cause of the extremely grave and we stand for the immediate cessation of all
tension in the international situation and the increas- military action in that region, as a first step towards
ing danger of war is the fact that now, almost 40 the peaceful solution of the war between Iraq and
years after the end of the Second World War, Iran.
military confrontations and conflicts are taking place 105. The fundamental interests of strengthening
in various regions of the world, resulting in huge world peace and security require that everything
human and material losses and in the widening and possible be done and increased efforts made to
perpetuation of tension and suspicion, which prevent ensure an urgent political settlement of the problems
solutions by means of negotiations and threaten in other parts of the world, that a definitive end be
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put to interference in the internal affairs of other 112. Under these circumstances, Romania suggests
States and that the inalienable right of each people to that, during the course of the discussion of interna-
its free and independent development be strictly tional economic problems at the current session,
respected. efforts should be concentrated on seeking ways to get
106. In accordance with those guidelines, Romania real. negotiations under way, within th~ United
reaffirms its solidarity and active support for the N~tlons, between developed and developmg. ~oun-
stand and the initiatives of the Democratic People's tnes s~ as to o,:ercome the world economIC CflSIS, to
Republic of Korea in its efforts and actions aimed at solve m an eqmtable manne~ the proble!Ds of ut:lder-
the peaceful, democratic and independent unifica- develop~ent and to establIsh a new 1Oternatlonal
tion of the country. Romania once again stresses its economIC order.
full solidarity with the struggle of the peoples of 113. In that spirit we favour the urgent launching of
Africa for the total elimination of colonialism, for the global negotiations within a special committee, either
protection and strengthening of their national inde- by making use of the experience gained by the Third
pendence and for their free advance towards eco- United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea or
nomic and social progress. In that connection, we within the framework of a United Nations confer-
extend our full support to the struggle of the Namibi- ence open to the participation of all Member States.
an people, under the leadership of the South West Within such a context, a programme of measures
Africa People's Organization [SWAPO], to achieve designed to assist the developing countries could be
independence and for the immediate implementation worked out, along with a compr~hellsive treaty on
of Security Council resolution 435 (19"/8) concerning new principles to govern international economic
Namibia's accession to independence. We firmly relations. Romania is convinced that it is in the
oppose the policy of apartheid and we call for full interest of both developed and developing countries
equality for all the citizens of South Africa and their to reach, without delay, a new understanding and to
full participation in that country's political life. turn to a new policy with regard to world economic
107. In general, we consider it necessary that the prob.1ems. It is high time t~at we do everything
United Nations act to fulfil its responsibility to bring pOSSIble. to find. ways effe9t1vely to support the
a halt to military conflicts and to find peaceful develop1Og c9untnes, t9 eradIc~teunderdeve~opment
solutions to all disputes between States solely through anq to ~stabhs~ a I?-ew 1Otern~tlOnal econom~~ order,
negotiations and other methods of peaceful settle- WhICh I~ an ObjectIve necessIty for. the stabIlIty and
ment based on the fundamental principles of intema- economIC development of the entIre world.
tional law. 114. Particularly compelling is the need to find a
108. In the spirit of the Manila Declaration on the radical, .co~prehel1sive solution to th~ problem. of
Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes, adopt- the foreI.gn mde~ted~ess of the develop1Og co~ntnes.
ed in 1982 [resolution 37/10, annex], we believe that The polIcy of hIgh 1O~eres~ ~ates, together wIth the
the implementation of the proposal submitted at the effects of the economIC cnsI.s, c~n be bl~med to a
last session by Nigeria, the Philippines and Romania gre~t ext~nt f<;lr the curre~t sI~uatl9n. In lIght of t~e
on the establIshment of a permanent commission on ser~ous SItuation that eXIst~ m thIS area, Romama
good offices, mediation and conciliation for the ~eheves t~at a. compr~hensIve, rather than a se~ec-
settlement of disputes and the prevention of conflicts tlve, solutI~n .IS reqUIred, one that can enuncI~te
among States3 is of the greatest importance. That ~eneral pnncIples for settl~ment of. the foreIgn
body should act promptly and efficiently to prevent 10debtedness of the develop1Og countnes.
the emergence of new military confronta!ions and to 115. In our view, such a solution must include
promote the pea~efu~ settlement of conflIcts and any complete cancellation of indebtedness for the least
other controversIal Issues between States. developed countries and a reduction by a significant
109. An important contribution to the strengthen- percen!age of the indebtedness of other developing
ing of world peace and security and to the develop- countnes, as well as a general, longer-term resched-
ment of broad international co-operation can be uling of all debts at a reduced rate of interest or even
made by the creation of good-neighbo':lrly relations without interest. At t~e same. ~ime, it w~uld be
between States. The debates held up until now on this necessary to set a maXImum ceIlIng for the 10terest
subject within the United Nations and the proposals rate for older loans, not to exceed 7 to 8 per cent, and
and suggestions that have been advanced form the to deduct from the total debt any interest paid above
bases for proceeding to the elaboration of an interna- that level. For new loans to developing countries, the
tional document that would contribute to developing interest rate should not exceed 5 per cent. A compre-
and encouraging good-neighbourliness between hensive solution would also have to make provision
States. for a debt-service ratio of no more than 10 to 15 per
110. An essential requirement for the peace and cent of the annual export earnings of the countries
security of all peoples and for the very future of concerned.
mankind itself is the elimination of underdevelop- 116. The solution we are proposing would also have
ment, the reduction of the gap between rich and poor to allow the developing countries access to interna-
countries and the establishment of a new internation- tional credits under favourable conditions and pro-
al economic ord~r. vide for the creation of a replenishment fund for
Ill. It is well known that in recent years, as a credits that would be .created by contributions from
consequence of the world economic criSIS and of a the developed countrIes.
policy of excessively high interest rates, the overall 117. At the same time, in the interest of fostering
economic situation has deteriorated considerably. the entire process of world economic development,
Against that background, the gap between developed the existing international monetary system must be
and developing countries has continued to widen. All reorganized on new and equitable bases, with strict
the negotiations conducted between North and South observance of new principles governing relations
have up until now yielded virtually no results. between States, so that the system can contribute to
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the stimulation of economic development in all
countries, and, primarily, in the developing coun
tries.
118. We believe it is necessary to redouble our
efforts in order to secure broad and unhindered
access for the developing countries to the discoveries
of modern sciedce and technology and a substantial
transfer of technology to those countries on favoura
ble terms appropriate to their specific development
needs. It is also essential to expedite the process of
negotiation in the framework of the United Nations
Confer~nce on Trade and Development in order to
complete the drafting and adoption of a code of
conduct on the transfer of technology and to finance,
through existing United Nations mechanisms, the
implementation of technical assistance projects in
developing countries in order to assist in creating and
improving the scientific and technological capabili
ties of those countries.
119. Romania attaches the greatest importance to
the r"oblem of countering the extremely harmful
practice of the outflow from developing countries of
trained manpower, which is depriving those coun
tries of an essential element of their potential for
economic and social development. While we express
our appreciation for the efforts of the intergovern··
mental group of experts set up within UNCTAD, we
believe it is necessary to increase efforts to work out,
in the shortest possible time, an appropriate frame
work for international co-operation to forestall the
adverse consequences of the outflow of trained
personnel from the developing to the developed
countries. We consider that an international conven
tion or agreement to regulate this problem should
contain provisions making incumbent on persons
with a higher education or on the companies hiring
them the obligation to reimburse the countries of
origin for the expenses of their training and educa
tion and to compensate for losses incurred.
120. In the endeavours to restructure international
economic relations and establish a new international
economic order, and to overcome underdevelop
mev!, particular importance must be given to ex
panding and deepening economic co-operation
among developing countries and to strengthening
their solidarity and unity of action. To this end,
Romania favours the convening of a summit meeting
of those countries, with a view to developing their
economic co-operation and defining a common strat
egy for negotIations with the developed countries.
121. In a world dominated by contradictions and
insecurity and by grave threats to peace, the prob
lems of the younger generation should occupy a place
of primary importance in the preoccupations of
States. The future of each nation and of all of
mankind is directly linked to the education of youth
in the spirit of the most noble ideals of work,
freedom and peace.
122. The observance in 1985 of International
Youth Year with the theme "Participation, Develop
mt.mt, Peace" is an expression of the great responsi
bility which devolves on the United Nations in this
field. International Youth Year, through prepara
tions and activities carried out for many years, will
become a significant event in the life of the young
~eneration, designed to make a contribution of great
Importance to the unification of the forces of the
younger generation and to increasing its participation

i in the economic and social development of all

~f~tt{~~.

countries and the struggle for social progress, co
operation and peace all over the world. We should
like to express our conviction that the decisions that
will be adopted by the General Assembly at its
current session, on the basis of the recommendations
formulated by the Advisory Committee for the
International Youth Year, will give new impetus to
intensifying the participation of the young generation
in the overall efforts for a settlement of major
problems of our time and for building a more just
and better world.
123. In view of the complexity of the problems of
international life, Romania believes that it is neces
sary for all States, irrespective of their social systems,
to participate in the settlement of those problems,
and consequently it favours the enhancing of the role
of small and medium countries, of developing and
non-aligned countries, which are the ones most
interested in promoting a policy of co-operation,
independence and peace.
124. We believe that the United Nations and other
international bodies have an important role to play
and that they should contribute more and more
actively to efforts to ensure the participation of all
States In international life on an equal footing, in the
interests of detente, independence and peace, and to
the democratization of all of international life.
125. For its part, Romania is firmly determined,
now and in the future, to expand its relations with all
States, irrespective of their social systems. We are
actively developing co-operation with all socialist
countries, first of all with our neighbours, and with
the developing as well as with the developed coun
tries and, indeed, with all States of the world.
126. Our international relations have always been
based on equal rights, strict observance of the
principles of national independeTflce and sovereignty,
non-interference in internal affairs, mutual advan
tage, renunciation of force and the threat of the use of
force, and the right of each people to choose its own
means of economic and social development, without
any outside interference.
127. In the spirit of Romania's foreign policy of
broad international overtures, of peace and co-opera
tion, on the basis of the mandate entrusted by the
Presiuent of my country, the Romanian delegatIon is
firmly determined, together with other delegations,
to make its full contribution to the success of the
proceedings of the current session of the General
Assembly, which has on its agenda items of particular
importance. We are deeply convinced that through
responsible commitment and through efforts on the
part of all States and Governments and of all peoples,
it is possible to avert a world war and a nuclear
catastrophe; it is possible to preserve peace, the most
precious possession of mankind, to ensure the tri
umph of a new policy of equality. and respect for
national independence, and to bUIld a better, more
just world.
128. As was recently stressed by the President of the
Socialist Republic of Romania, Nicolae Ceau~escu:

"Despite the differences in the social systems of
our countries or different political and philosophi
cal concepts, even despite the existing divergences
and disputes among some States, we must over
come them all and bring to the forefront the
interest of each and every people, of all of man
kind. We must act with great determination and
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must respond to the expectations of the peoples Thus, concerted action by the international commu-
and of all of mankind." nity is called for to confront and overcome such

129. Prince Saud AL-FAISAL (Saudi Arabia) (inter- problems a~d eradicate their ~oo!s, in orde~ t9 ensure
pretation from Arabic): It gives me great pleasure to the protectIon, safety and vItalIty of societIes.
congratulate Mr. Lusaka on his election to the 135. The lack of progress in the efforts to find
presidency of the thirty-ninth session of the General solutions to the key problems threatening peace and
Assembly. I should also like to congratulate his stability and to tackle effectively their underlying
friendly country on the prominent international role causes, in their human dimensions, on a just and
which it plays. I am confident that his excellent balanced basis, will hinder our ability to ease for
qualifications will facilitate his effective contribution present and future generations the increasing fear of
to the success of our deliberations and to the a life filled with crises and disputes.
achievement of positive results. 136. Nevertheless, the discouraging spectacle of the
130. On behalf of my Government, may I also take past 12 months, which persists, makes it even more
this opportunity to express our appreciation for the necessary for us to do everything possible to unravel
able and objective manner with which Mr. Jorge the intricacies of these problems, whether economic,
Illueca, the President of the Republic of Panama and political or social, and to find solutions to them.
Pre~identof the General Assembly at its .thirty-eighth 137. The role of the United Nations should not be
sesslC!n, conduct~d the work of th~t sessIOn. I should limited simply to stating the prevalence of interna-
also hke to mentIOn here th~t PresIdent Illu~ca, as the tional problems and crises. Rather it should be to
first Head of State to l?resld~ over a seSSIOn of the articulate practical suggestions which will enable the
General Ass,embly dunng his, term <;If office" ~as international community to confront imminent dan-
helped to remforce, through his promm~nt positIOn gers and find solutions based on justice and objectivi-
and great competence, an enhanced pubhc awareness ty
of the increasing importance of the United Nations . ,
in relations between States and in the life of the 138. The non-acceptance by certaIn ~tat~s, 9f t~e
peoples of the world. sup.rema~y of law, the absence of m~ral mhlbltIon In

. . . theIr actIons and the lack of preventIve measures are
131. I should lIke also to express appreciatIOn f<;lr among the basic factors that cause such Stuies t.o
the gre~t efforts exerted b~ t.h~ Secretary-G~neral m prefer aggression and expansion and to depend on
t~e van~us fields and actIvlh~S o,f the Umted Na- force for resolving problems. Therefore, if we really
tIons. With con:tmendable ded~cat~on ~m~ persever- want to establish peace and security in the world, we
ance, he has gUl.ded the 9rgamzatIon 1!1 ltS endeav- have no alternative but to adopt moral and iegal
ou~s through difficult cIrc~~stances m ~ manner principles to guide us through the intricacies and
which deserves our appreCiatIon, good Wishes, and complexities of modern international relations.
full suppo.rt. ,. 139. In this regard, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia,
132. It gives me ,great satIsfactIon, furthermore, to by adhering to Islam as its creed and conviction and
ex,press the happ~ness ,?f the GovernmC?nt, of the to the Koran as its constitution and guide, has
~Ingdom of SaUdi, Arabia upon the admlss,lOn of a established firm foundations for its dealings with
s~ster State, Brunei Darussal~m, t~ the Umt~d Na- other States. Because Islam is a creed that promotes
t101~S. We. are confident that. ItS wise leadership a;nd freedom, stands in the way of aggression and exploi-
ancle~t h;lstory Will enable It to make .an ,effective tation, opposes injustice in all its forms and strives
contnbutIon to the work of the OrgamzatIon. for equity and fairness, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
133. The capacity of the United Nations to con- deals with others on a basis of equality, refrains from
tinue to serve as a safety-valve, trusted and respected interfering in the internal affairs of others and
for the preservation of international peace and respects the principles of national sovereignty. In the
security on the one hand and for the establishment of international arena of the United Nations, we com-
a just basis for co-operation among States in the ply with its Charter, support its efforts and oppose
political, economic and social fields on the other any action that attempts to weaken it or to replace
hand depends to a great extent on its ability to the authority of international law with the instru-
perform its role, not only in confronting problems ments of force and the means of terror. The conduct
that endanger international peace and security, but of relations by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has
also in finding effective solutions to those problems. reflected, and will continue to reflect, its sense of
134. However, if we review the events of the past belongin~ to the whole. inte~ati~nal com.m~nity as
12 months it becomes evident that we have returned one famIly, as well ~s ItS beh~f l!l the pnncIples of
to the General Assembly after a year in which there peace based upon nght and JustIce.
has been no sign of a breakthrough in resolving 140. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, like all the
international and regional conflicts which threaten other members of the international community,
peace and security in one region or another. Peoples formulates its position on international matters and
who have been robbed of their rights and who have crystallizes its foreign relations through its adherence
been oppressed still survive, but in conditions of and commitment to international bodies and organi-
deprivation and injustice and in the grip of aggres- zations. In this context, the Kingdom is proud of its
sion and expansionism. The world has witnessed no membership of the Gulf Co-operation Council,
progress towards the resolution of the problems which was est~blished in conformity with the char-
posed by the inequitable economic, financial and ters and resolutions of the League of Arab States and
trade relations between States. Numerous countries the Organization of the Islamic Conference, and with
are, moreover, now afflicted by critical social prob- the principles of the Movement of Non-Aligned
lems, such as the problem of drug addiction, which, Countries and the Charter of the United Nations,
in certain areas, has reached epidemic proportions. It The Kingdom's membership of that Council is not a
could become difficult to contain such problems mere political commitment or temporary attach-
within the geographic confines of specific States. ment; it represents the reality of our destiny, reflect-
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ing our common aspirations for a future based upon movement towards peace' based on right and justice
stability, prosperity and progress. The Council has and its lack of seriousness with regard to all initia-
taken-as Sheikh Sabah AI- Ahmad AI-Jaber Al- tives aimed at establishjng peace in the region.
Sabah, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for 147. While the Camp David agreements cannot
Foreign Affairs and for Information of the State of serve as a framework for a just and lasting peace in
Kuwait pointed out in his speech yesterday [11th the Middle East, as has been proved, Israel claims
meeting]-effective and constructive steps towards that its signature on those agreements and its with-
the attainment of political, economic, social and drawal from the Sinai prove its inclination towards
cultural co-operation, as well as security, between its peace. In reality, however, its ratification of the
member States. It has thus demonstrated that it is a agreements was a pretext to enable it to annex the
positive factor for stability in the region and a West Bank, the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem and the Golan,
deterrent to foreign interference, especially in prob- to expel the legitimate populations of those areas and
lems that are the prime concern of the Gulf States to install Israeli colonies. It considers those agree-
themselves. ments to be an alternative to any other peaceful
141. The prestige of the United Nations, which solution to the problem of the Arab territories it still
embodies the hopes and aspirations of nations and occupies and in which it practises the ugliest forms of
peoples for peace, the confidence placed in it by the oppression and terror, denying not only the legiti-
international community and its capacity to carry out mate rights of the Palestinian people but also their
its responsibilities depend on its ability to find right to exist as an entity. Consequently, the Zionist
effective solutions to the problems that confront aggression against the Arab States is continuing,
Member States on the one hand, and those that despite the false claim that Israel will respond to just
threaten international peace and security on the demands if it considers that the security it asks for
other. has been realized.
142. Some of the problems which the United 148. The reality of the situation indicates other-
Nations has faced for a considerable time but for wise. Israel still demonstrates through both its con-
which it has been unable to find solutions are duct of affairs and its aggressive practices that it is
becoming increasingly serious and threatening. This seeking land and not peace. That is why we witness
is simply the result of a fundamental disregard of the the full-scale Israeli effort to stockpile its arsenals
basic reasons underlying these problems. The ques- with the most modern and destructive weaponry.
tions of Palestine, J~rusalem and the Middle East, The extended interpretation of its security claim
which confront us and are under consideration here, beyond the Arab fold proves, furthermore, that it is
are clear examples of such an approach. the Arabs and not Israel who are in need of security.
143. The question of Palestine is the most serious Israel has always been the aggressor and has devastat-
example of international political injustice. It reflects ing weapons not possessed by any Arab State, while
the reality of Israel's reckless attitude towards human its security is being assured by East and West alike.
principles and established norms and its flagrant 149. For their part, the Arabs have proved that they
defiance of the resolutions adopted by the interna- seek peace based on justice, not a peace imposed by
tional community, as represented by the United force and oppression. The Twelfth Arab Summit
Nations, as well as its determined pursuit of aggres- Conference, held at Fez in November 1981 and
sive policies and racist practices. September 1982, demonstrated the definitive Arab
144. Israel is without doubt making every effort to momentum towards peace. The Arab States articulat-
create the impression that the question of Palestine ed their understanding of the peace process in the
has reached such heights of complexity that it is decisions contained in their Final Declaration,4 deci-
impossible to find a solution to it, and that the sions based on international legitimacy and conform-
Middle East is a region prone to crises and conflicts, ing to the international will reflected in resolutions of
aiming by all such claims to perpetuate instability in the United Nations.
the region and foment disputes and trouble, thus 150. This deep conviction of the Arabs of the
arousing fear and despair in people's hearts. It seeks necessity of establishing a just and lasting peace in
thereby to frustrate efforts aimed at establishing a the region should not lead to their paying a high price
stable peace in the region so that it may carry out its for believing in justice, right and peace. The Arab
aggressive, expansionist designs without restraint or States have earned out their historic responsibility
control. and have given all they can to establish peace and
145. The logic and reality of the situation refute stability in the region, thereby affirming their genu-
these Israeli claims. The Zionist presence is the ine belief in peace as a policy. The Fez decisions once
reason why this region suffers from crises and again demonstrate the Arab consensus for a peace
conflicts. The claim that the Palestinian question has based on justice. Those decisions have taken into
become so complicated that it is incapable of solu- account the reality of the situation in the region and
tion is therefore baseless and should be rejected. The contain the basic principles that can serve as an
truth at the core of this problem is clear and objective point of departure for the establishment of
completely unambiguous. The numerous United Na- a just and durable peace. Among those principles is
tions resolutions condemnin~ the aggressive acts of the inalienable right of the Palestinian people to self-
Israel and confirming the nght of the l>alestinian determination and to the establishment of their own
people to their homeland and the Arab character of independent State, on their land, under the leader-
Jerusalem need no further reiteration here. ship of the PLO, their sole legitimate representative.
146. However, the real impediment and basic ob- 151. The land of Palestine lies in the midst of a
stacle is the reckless attitude of Israel to all the large area inhabited by hundreds of millions of
resolutions adopted by the United Nations, its ob- people, deep in the geographical heartland of a vast
struction of efforts by the United Nations to solve Arab and Muslim world, a fact IJrael, by its aggres-

. these problems, its total rejection of any genuine sion, continues to defy. Nobody has ventured so far
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in imposing such a heavy burden upon the interna- Countries and the United Nations have all called for
tional community, in breaking international laws and and worked towards putting an end to this tragedy
conventions and in defying the international will as between two neighbouring countries. Furthermore,
have the Israelis. As a matter of fact, Israel consti- the Gulf Co-operation Council, as stated yesterday
tutes a political, economic and moral burden on the [11th meeting] by Sheikh Ahmed bin Saif AI-Thani,
States which support it. Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of the State of
152. We believe that what we need now is to make a Qatar, ~as exerted exte~sive e~forts in this direction.
determined effort towards taking the necessary effec- The ~mgdom of SaudI ArabIa has supported and
tive actions and measures for applying and carrying ~ontnbu~ed to all these efforts. Iraq has announced
out what has already been adopted in resolutions, as Its readmess to stop th~ war. Iran has n<?t yet
well as to take a definitive stand on the way in which r~sponded to that c~ll. Th~s w.ar can have no vIctors,
the initiative for peace can be launched. gIyen the dan:t~ge It ~as mfl;Icted upon both coun-

. '" h tnes. The pOSItIve attItude dIsplayed by Iraq should
153: Consequently, It .IS Imper~tIv~ to address ~ e be matched by Iran, and an end brought to this
baSIC co~ponents of a Just solut~on .lOr the q':lest~on bloodshed between two neighbouring Islamic coun-
of PalestlI~e., forem~st among WhICh I~ t~e realIzatIon tries. As their immediate neighbour which perceives
of the legItIm~te n~hts of the PalestIman p~ople, a the gravity of events taking place, the Kingdom of
people t~ranmzed m theIr oW':l country, .dIsplaced Saudi Arabia is concerned for the security and
f~om the!r homel~nd and depnved of t~eIr natural stability of those two countries
fIghtS-fIghts whIch peoples of all natIOns of the . . .
world enjoy-as well as the withdrawal by Israel 160. I should lIke to recall h~re the compl~mt
from all occupied Arab territories, especially Jerusa- lodged. br the. States o~ the Gulf Co-<?peratI~n
lem CouncIl, mcludmg the Kmgdom of SaudI ArabIa,

. . . " over the attacks upon shipping in our territorial
154.. In t~lS connectIOn? I should lIke to ,reItera~e the waters and in adjacent water lanes two months ago.
warnmg.gIven by.the Kmgdom of Saud~ ArabIa, ~y On behalf of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, I should
all MuslIm co~ntfles and by all peace-I~vmg States I,n like to thank the 13 States in the Security Council
the world WIth regard !O the gravIty of Israel s which understood the facts of the matter and appreci-
schemes ~o alter the phY~Ical characte~ of Jerusalem ated the truth. Guided by their realization of the
~nd to VIolate the secunty and sanctIty of. the Al- interest that all parties, especially those in the area,
f'\qs~ .Mosqu~, as. well as. of other MuslIm and have in warding off aggression, they voted on 1 June
ChnstIan shrmes m Palestme. 1984 in favour of the draft resolution before the
~ 55. A definitive m~mentum towards peace .exists Council [resolution 552 (1984)]. That important
In t~e A~a~ and MuslIm .world. ~he great fear IS th~t stand taken by the Security Council has strengthened
the ~nabIlIty of the Umted NatIOns to handle thIS our hope that the Council will pursue its efforts and
persIs~ent pr~blen:t, a~ we}1 as the st~bbornness of that the Secretary-General will continue his good
Isr~eh e~tremls~ m vI<?latmg the sanctIty of the ho~y offices to bring about the cessation of the Iran-Iraq
shrmes m Palestme, WIll force the Arab and IslamIC war with its possible repercussions upon the region
natio~s to mo~ilize all their capabilities t~ confront and' the world at large.
IsraelI extr~mIs~, at great cost and w.lth conse- 161. Among the major problems confronting the
quences whlc? wI~1 not. affect only the MI~dle East. international community and requiring urgent and
156. The. SItuatIOn m L.ebanon rem~ms fully effective solutions is the situation in Afghanistan and
c?arged WIth d~nger.s that nsk an e~plo~I.on at any the continuing Soviet military occupation of that
tIme..The contmuatIOn of the I~raelI mIlItary pre,s- country. The Soviet presence there has entered its
ence I~ Leb~non and the pe~slstence of Is,rael m fifth year. The Afghan mujahidin are waging a fierce
fomentmg dIsputes and fflCtlO~ a~ong dlffere~t war in defence of their religion, their fatherland and
~ebanese factIons, as. well as ItS mterference.m their rights. We reiterate our appeal to the Soviet
mterna.l l.:eba.nese ~ffalrs, are furt~er pro~f of Its Union, as a super-Power with a correspondingly great
expanslomst mtentIOns and aggressIve desIgns. obligation with regard to peace and security in the
157. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and its sister world, to withdraw from Afghanistan and let the
Arab States have exerted great efforts to co-operate Afghan people determine their own destiny and
with the Lebanese Government and to support its choose the system that they desjr~ for themselves.
ende.avours to return cond~tion~ to. nor~al. We will 162. The Kingdom of Saudi AraUIa is committed to
contmue .to spare no e~fort m thIS ,directIOn! but such the stand taken by the Organization of the Islamic
effo~s WIll not. be fruItful and Will not br.l~g ab~ut Conference, which has called, in particular, for the
genume pea~e I~ Leban0!1 unlt:ss the IsraelI mva~IOn withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan and
an~ occupatIOn IS ended m all Its forms and mamfes- the granting to the Afghan people of their right to
tatlons. self-determination, this stand being in support of the
158. Preventing Israel from interfering in the inter- Islamic people of Afghanistan, their holy war and
nal affairs of Lebanon and the total unconditional their right to liberate their country. Furthermore, we
withdrawal of Israeli forces from all Lebanese territo- support the efforts exerted by the Secretary-General
ry are two prerequisites for the normalization of the in this regard and draw attention to the fact that any
situation in Lebanon and for the redcdication of such efforts should take into consideration the rights
efforts aimed at the realization of a just and total and demands of the Afghan mujahidin ,
peace in the Middle East. 163. We also wish to express our gratitude once
159. The war between Iraq and Iran has entered its again to the Islamic Republic of Pakistan for its great
fifth year and continues to rage. The toll it has humanitarian role in offering hospitality to more
exacted from both the Iraqi and the Iranian peoples than 3.5 million Afghans. This represents a consider-
has been heavy in all areas. It is a senseless and able economic and social burden, which Pakistan
totally unjustifiable war. The Organization of the continue~~ to bear generously and graciously, Such a
Islamic Conference, the Movement of Non-Aligned noble sta,'1d by Pakistan should not expose it to
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aggression and violation of its territorial integrity by protectionist trend in the developed States is still on
the puppet Government in Kabul. the rise.
164. South Africa-that natural ally of Israel, by 168. The great disparity among the States of the
virtue of the similarity of their circumstances and world with regard to the quantity and kind of natural
interests-still practises the most repugnant form of and material resources they possess rentiers co-opera-
discrimination, despite repeated world-wide condem- tion between the peoples of the developed and
nation and rejection and in spite of the international developing countries imperative. That disparity
community's call on the South African Government should promote understanding, encourage dialogue
to desist from such policies. We reiterate our denun- and strengthen solidarity among the States of the
ciation and condemnation of this racist policy and world, rather than be the pretext for consecrating the
support all !he steps taken by the United Nations. imbalance and widening the gap between rich and
South Africa has rejected all humanitarian consider- poor States.
ations, as well as appeals made by numerous coun- 169. As a developing country, the Kingdom of
tries of the world, and has ignored historical realities, Saudi Arabia recognizes from its own realities what
being induced by the lure of short-term gain which ffi
will lead it to the inevitable and tragic consequences di Iculties developing nations go through in order to

c: c: attain the standard of living they desire. Our King-
that have befallen every society 10unded on prolound dom, being aware of its responsibilities as a member
structural contradictions. of the world community, is anxious to strengthen the
165. The persistence of South Africa in rejecting bonds of co-operation among States and is eager to
solutions to the problem of Namibia, thereby deny- participate actively in solving the development prob-
ing all Namibian rights, can scarcely help it to lems confronting the developing countries of the
perceive the consequences of negating the rights of world. Accordingly, as soon as it had the financial
the Namibian people in their own territory. The means, it sought to invest a significant portion of
moral of the lesson of Rhodesia has not yet been those means in supportin~ efforts aimed at strength-
grasped by the forces of expansionism and conquest euing the development dnve in developing countries.
despite the short time that has elapsed since the fall It has become our established and traditional policy
of racist Rhodesia. Namibia must recover its rights in to fulfil our commitments in that regard.
their entirety. All African citizens must live freely in
their own land. We support the rights of the Namibi- 170. In this context, the Kingdom reaffirms its
an people and stand behind the United Nations and belief in the necessity of positive action to achieve
the Organization of African Unity [OAU] in their the objectives of total development and genuine
efforts to eliminate racist practices and end the alien progress and prosperity for all the peoples of the
occupation in Namibia. world. To realize this goal, it is necessary for
166. Disarmament has become a vital issue today development assistance both to continue and to
for the security and progress of the world. The arms increase, which in turn requires genuine co-operative
race and the gigantic sums being spent to finance it efforts to strengthen existing development organiza-

tions and to increase their resources and their
have resulted in increasing tension in the world. This capacities to play a more effective and realistic role
situation has forced many countries, especially devel- in meeting the demands of this critical phase. Total
oping countries, to earmark a substantial part of their d I . h b . . . h h' h
limited r(,~~ources for defence, at the expense of their eve opment IS t e aSlc prereqUisite Wit out W IC
progress and social and economic development. In we cannot hope for a continuously developing world
this context, I should like to express our appreciation in which nations can exchange benefits and comple-
of the initiatives and resolutions the United Nations ment each other's needs.
has attempted to implement over the yer.rs. At the 171. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia believes that it
same time, we hope that the efforts by the Organiza- will be possible to secure the requisite financial
tion, which is respected by the whole world, will resources to effect the necessary economic changes,
achieve some progress in protecting humanity from and to achieve during this decade a reasonable
the imminent dangers and safeguard the developing standard of development in the developin~ countries
countries from being drawn into the conflicts and the generally, when the industrialized countnes of both
struggles for influence which threaten all humanity. the Eastern and the Western blocs shoulder their
Among the matte:s on which the United Nations can responsibilities fully and meet their financial obliga-
take decisive action is an embargo on armaments for tions under the International Development Strategy
Israel, South Africa and other States already possess- for the Third United Nations Development Decade
ing devastating weaponry, especially because these [resolution 35/56, annex] and the targets of official
further complicate global disarmament. development assistance defined therein. It is no
167. Today, as throughout history, economic prob- longer possible to accept the excuses given by indus-
lems are among the major causes of international trialized States with regard to either the size or the

. h h Id b h' terms of their assistance or their international re-
tens1On, w ereas t ey cou e among t e maJor sponsibility in connection with the economic difficul-
factors for the generation of mutual understandmg
and co-operation. In spite of the increasing signs of ties faced by developing countries.
economic recovery in some of the major industrial- 172. The increasin~ trade protectionism in the
ized States, the world still faces a declme. in interna- industrialized countrIes is a regrettable trend which
tional trade, especially in the trade of developing has been proved both useless world-wide and de-
countries. The rate of unemployment is still high in structive to the foundations of international trade. In
the industrialized countries, while exchange rates for the light of this, we repeat our appeal to the
the major foreign currencies and interest rates are industrialized countries to recognize the need to
marked by sharp and frequent fluctuations. More- abolish the protectionist measures they have adopted
over, the foreign trade balance and the balance of and confirm their commitment to the letter and spirit
payments of many industrialized countries Cl ·inue of the free international trading system. Further, we
to suffer from serious inconsistencies, while the call upon them to address problems through existing
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international channels and in accordance with valid 177. Reviewing present international conditions,
international agreements and covenants. we find that international problems have but in-
173. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has pledged its creased in depth and gravity. This is co.nfirmatio~ to
full support for the efforts being exerted to develop us that. the role of the UnIted Natl(~n~.a;cqUlres
and strengthen economic co-operation amon~ devel- greater I~portance ~henev~r the posslblhtles a;nd
aping countries and for the strategy of collective self- opportunIties. for mteractlOn and co-operatIon
reliance. I wish to reiterate and confirm our contin- among States mcrease.
ued.support for these efforts. We consider them to be 178. Peace based on justice and not peace based on
an. mtegral and complement~ry ~art of t.he efforts the balance of terror is the objective of this interna-
bem$ exerted t<? promote wld~r internatIOnal eco- tional Organization. Indeed, it is the only path to
nomIC co-operation. We accor~:hngly welcome eff~rts security and stability. The consciousness of injustice
to stre~gthen trade co.-operation amon~ developmg among peoples deprived of self-determination is the
countrIes and to estabhsh a compr~henslve s):'stem of most explosive time bomb threatening the world.
trade preferences among developmg countnes, and . .
we wish such efforts success 179. All of us, I am sure, hope that thIS seSSIon of
174. The complete interde~endence of the prob- the Assembly will provide an excellent .opportuni~y
lerns and interests of world trade-commodities for .the peoples of the world to fin~ solu.tlons to theIr
finance and development-means that they must b~ regIOnal and.&lobal prob!e~.s, WIth 'Ylsd<?Il?- ~nd a
handled in a comprehensive and complementary sense ofc,?Uectlve respo.nslblhty. Certam!y I.t IS m our
manner. This is because focusing on one factor alone coml!l0n. mterest to stnv~ for the supenonty of law
will lead to a temporary solution that favours that and. Just~ce over oppreSSIon, and for .freedom ,?ver
factor above the others and thus to the dead end to subJugatl.on, so. that peac~ may prevatl and natl,?ns
which all previous attempts led us. Consequently, the may reahze theIr dreams m progress and prospenty.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia supports the idea of global 180. Mr. SCEBERRAS TRIGONA (Malta): I would
economic negotiations and finds no sound alterna- like first of all to congratulate Mr. Lusaka on his
tive for reaching a fair solution of international election to the presidency of the thirty-ninth session
economic problems that will prove stable and dura- of the General Assembly and to welcome to our
hIe. midst a new Member of the United Nations, Brunei
175. The consciousness of peoples is one of the Darussalam.
strongest. I!l0tive forces ,?f the eve.nts of its history. 181. The essential task of the international commu-
We ~re hvmg at present In an age m whIch the most nity is to identify collective action leading to the
detatled economIc data reacl~ the furthest c<?rners. of peace and prosperity in which the citizens of each
the globe to reveal the ful~ pIcture of wh~t IS takmg Member State can pursue their individual destinies.
place. Consequently, th~ ImportaI:ce o~ mterdepen- Each year in the General Assembly we take stock of
dence has bec<?me obvlO~s and undemabl~. It has our endeavours in this direction. For the region of
also bec~me eVI~ent how Imp,?rtant f~~ the ~mpr,?ve- the Mediterranean, this year has witnessed signifi-
ment ~f mternatlOnal econon.llc condltl,ons IS seno~s cant developments in the process aimed at trans-
collectIve. eff~rt, togeth~r wlt~ extens.lve economIc forming our region into a zone of peace, security and
~o-operatlonIn the solutl~n of mte~atlonaleconom- co-operation.
IC problems. The developmg countnes have demon- . .
strated their genuine desire for sincere co-operation 182. At the begmnmg of the y~ar, w~e~ the Confer-
to promote the welfare of the international cornmu- ence o~ Confidenc~- and Secunty-bUlldmg Measures
nity through their great flexibility. and distinct incli- and Disarma~ent m E~rope opened at Stockh,?lm,
nation towards practicality and objectivity in making all the nor.",a~lgned MedIterranean St~t~s were. gIven
their demands in the field of international economic an opportUnIty to address the partIcIpants m the
co-operation for development. They have lon~ been Conference on Security a;nd C,?-operation in E~Irope
awaiting a positive response from the industnalized on c,?nfidence- and secunty-bUlldmg measures m the
countries. The world community is called upon today MedIterranean as par.and I?ar~el of the pro~ess of
to reinforce confidence in the institutions and mech- confidence- and secunty-bUlldmg measures m the
anisms of international economic co-operation and whole of Europe. As I h~d the o,?portunity to state in
especially in the programmes of the United Nations my address t~ the .openmg meetmg o.f th~ Stockholl!l
and its specialized agencies. Conference, tensIOn and confron~atlonm the Medl-
176. I take this opportunity to call upon the indus- terr~nean are both a r~sul~, and m turn a cause, ?,f
trialized countries not to lose a golden opportunity tensIOn and confrontatl~nm other parts of Europe .
for establishing the foundations of fruitful co-opera- For ~hat reason, MedIterranean ~ount~le~ would
tion between themselves and the developing coun- examme all confide~ce- an.d secunty.-bUlldl.ng p~o-
tries, and to be instrumental withcut further delay in posals a;t Stockhol~ m ~he ~Ight of theIr. apph~ahlht)'
reviving a serious dialogue and starting a new round to Medlterr~nea~ secunty ISS~~S, espeCIally tde. sen-
of global economic negotiations, in a spirit of mutual o,usly . det~floratmg .naval mlhtary confrontatIOnal
confidence and sincere co-operation, for the good of SItuatIOn m our regIOn.
the international community. At the same time, we 183. A second important development in our re-
call upon the developing countries to maintain the gion concerned the first-ever ministerial meeting of
momentum in a realistic and flexible manner. I want the Mediterranean members of the Movement of
to reiterate our firm belief that the difficulties which Non-Aligned Countries, which took place at Valletta
face our efforts to activate international economic on 10 and 11 September 1984. The Foreign Ministers
co-operation and build a new international economic of Egypt, Libya, Malta, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and
order based on justice should not in any circum- Yugoslavia and Ministers from Al~eria and Cyprus,
stances become a reason for despair. On the contrary, together with the Head of the Pohtical Department
they should motivate us to continue our efforts for of the PLO, participated in that important meeting
the well-being of humanity. and agreed on a declaration which lays down the
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basis for transforming the Mediterranean into a zone of, the Yalta arrangements. Individual nations do not
of peace, security and co-operation. lose their identity or sovereignty but, rather, enhance
184. The non-aligned countries of the Mediterrane- !heir digni~~ and fre.edom o~ action by participa!ing
an are conscious of the continuing need to intensify I~ t~e declslon-makmg possible through the UnIted
their efforts for peace in a world which, unfortunate- 1..atIOns.
ly, is progressively becoming a more dangerous and a 190. It is perhaps logical that it has been the
much less kind place for our citizens to live in. The emergent nations of the world which have most
Secretary-General has once again focused attention appreciated the essential value of collective action.
on the two related elements of the dilemma-the All of us pursued our individual struggle for libera-
headlong rush towards nuclear catastrophe and the tion within the framework of the global revolt against
callousness with which pressing development needs colonialism. Today, as free and sovereign States we
are denied the necessary resources. pursue the security and prosperity of our peoples in
185. The reckless reliance upon increasing arma- the full kn9wledge t,hat ~nless our actions are mutual-
ments, especially nuclear armaments, exacerbates ly supportlv~ we wI!1 fall ,to escape from the poverty
tension, rather than increasing security. The accumu- and oppreSSIOn WhICh stIll engulf most of us.
lating and expanding grievances owing to poverty, 191. The movements and initiatives which the
malnutrition, disease and illiteracy are fast reaching emergent nations have originated have therefore
explosive points at both national and international been intimately linked with the work of the United
levels. The most outrageous fact of all is that so many Nations. Malta's work in the Security Council comes
resources continue to be poured into the armaments to an end this year. It is perhaps appropriate to recall
race instead of being devoted to redressing the needs that on this very day, the members of the Council
and pressures of development. have unanimously agreed on a second report on the
186. Underlying this dangerous reality is the phe- strengthening of the CouncW~ ~o~k which Mf;llta was
nomenon of two contending military alliances, each e~trusted to prepare. Our .mltlatlves at th~ m!erna-
led by a massive super-Power which places its tIona' level have found theIr fullest e~presslon m t.he
interests and objectives as inevitably superior to creatIOn of the Moveme~t of ~on-Al~gnedCou.ntrt.es
those of other nations. The majority of mankind and t~e Group. of 77, which thiS year IS celebratmg ItS
today faces the supreme arrogance of a handful of twe.ntIet~ a~nIversary. Both of t~ose $roup~ defi!1e
industrially and technologically advanced nations theIr ob~ectlv~s and p~rs~e theIr actions m stnct
which take it for granted that, nearly as a divine conformity WIth th~ prmcIl?les and purposes of the
right, their citizens should increase their already well- Charter of the Umted NatIons.
established well-being and enhance their already 192. Our more specific initiatives at the regional
well-protected security even at the cost of denying the level have been conceived just as strictly in the
most basic needs of livelihood and existence to the context of our pursuit of collective action at the
rest of their fellow beings. global level. The need for collective action at the
187. Those nations consider that the pursuit of r~gionalleve~arises both fr<;lm the dispa.rate n~eds of
their security is primordial, even to the extent of different reglo.ns an~ the ~Ifferent mamfestatlons of
intruding upon the stability of other regions and super-Pow~rnvalry,l~ ya~lous parts o~ the gl~b~. In
countries. They assume automatically that because con.trast With the mltIatlv~s of ~h~. lI~dustnahzed
they possess might of armaments they also possess natIons,. however, the, regIOnal .mltlat.lves of the
wisdom of action and that, consequently, whatever develop~ng and non-ah$ned nations, 1.n ~oth the
they decide as being good and useful for themselves ~conoml~ and t~e. s~~ur~ty fields, remam mtegrally
must and should be good and useful for others. hnked With theIr Imtlatlves at the global level.
188. We have witnessed over recent months even 193. Over recent years suc:h initiatives have as-
more disconcerting manifestations of this phenome- sumed concrete form and achle~ed a clear substance.
non. In the Middle East, in Central Asia and in I~ South-East ASia the countries ~f AS~~~ ~ave
Central America, the two super-Powers have felt no plOn~ered the new road towf;lrds reglOr:tal Imtl~t~ves.
inhibition in using force or manifestations of force to Movmg away, from the se.nes 9f .reglonal mIlitary
thwart local developments which they have unilater- arrangements Im{)osed earher wlthm ~h~ .fr~mework
ally defined as inimical to their interests. They have of the armed alhf;lnces, the AS~AN InIt~atlve rests
felt no inhibitions in continuing to pour new and upon ~he foundatIOn of e~hanc~ng se~urlty and co-
more lethal armaments into already tense areas like op~rat~on thr9L!ghout th.elr region, wltho.ut at any
the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean, particularly p,?mt Jeopardlzmg secunty and co-operatIon at the
near the Gulf region, and the Pacific, because their Wider level.
interests so dictated. In spite of their protestations in 194. Malta has followed with interest and encour..
favour of freedom and democracy, they have failed agement the calm and constructive manner in which
to act effectively to redress the injustices of apartheid the ASEAN nations have been pursuing the objective
in South Africa and the oppression in Namibia. In of securing the withdrawal of forei~n forces from
spite of their claims to humanity, they have found it Kampuchea; the forms of economic co-operation
more useful to send costly satellites into orbit, to among themselves which they are for$ing not in
deploy new missiles and to develop. ever more isolation but as a formative link in their economic
expensive and lethal weaponry than to encourage and relations with other countries; and the openness of
implement measures to relieve the hunger and the their actions to the involvement of other nations in
poverty of so many peoples or to soften the massive their region and beyond so that they may join in the
debt burden of so many nations. collective endeavours towards regional and global
189. As has often been noted, the objective of the security and co-operation.

J United Nations is to replace the arbitrary action of 195. The initiative of the Gulf Co-operation Coun-
"t,1 individual nations by collectively agreed action, The cil, while dealing with different security issues and

\~:~:::<::::,n,s,,"ics<asu~stitute for, not an extension relating to different economic conditions, is. hOW., c, ~ •.
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ever, com.:eived in the same mould. The tragedy of soon after, the growing Soviet naval capability in-
the fratricidal struggle between Iran and Iraq is a vaded and took over our waters. For Mediterranean
matter of the gravest concern to all non-aligned and peoples the struggle against colonialism therefore
developing nations. Malta's objective is not to favour merged into the struggle to rid the region of the
one side over the other or to foment differences but, military presence of outside Powers. Even after the
rather, to impress upon both sides the need for an achievement of our independence, the pressures
immediate cessation of hostilities leading to a peace- upon us to maintain and even increase the military
ful, just and lasting resolution of the differences facilities available in our region for use by the
which divide them. Malta is encoura~ed to see that military alliances, very often even against our own
all the initiatives taken by the countnes of the Gulf interest, remained in force.
Co-operation C.ou~cil are int~nded in that direction. 201. Dedication to the policy of non-alignment has
We s~pport th~Ir alms to aVOId an enlargemen~ of the therefore meant an uphill struggle for those Mediter-
~onflIct, to discourage. super-Power D,leddhng or ranean countries which chose to pursue it. Malta's
mvolvement .and to mam~am sea and alF lanes fFee experience exemplifies the difficulties we have had to
for commercla~ traffic,. wh~le at the same time seekmg surmount and the determination that was required to
to protect t~eIr sec.unty mterests and .to enc<?urage secure our objectives. We have had to struggle
the contendmg nations to resolve theIr conflIct. consistently to escape from the shackles of post-
196. In Central America the Contadora Group colonial tutelage and ~o ~liminate all foreign military
initiative prov~des yet another succesaful example of presence from our soIl, m o~der finally to be abl~ to
how developing and non-aligned countries can serve adopt the. status of neutrahty, based on non-al~gn-
as a motivatin~ force for a resolution of conflicts and ment, which we defined as the most appropnate
tensions in theIr region. The struggle of the peoples of manner in which we could pursu~ our nat~onal
Central America to rid themselves of the oppression development .and at the sa11?-e 9me contn~ute
of foreign economic and military interference has towards se~unty at ' co-operatIon m the Medlter-
been long and arduous. Those who through bitter and ranean regIOn.
heroic struggle have achieved their objectives still 202. The policy measures we applied to pursue our
face the hidden intrigues and open aggression of objectives have been the object of slander and attack,
outside interference. The proposals which the Conta- open and covert opposition, even outright aggression
dora Group has formulated for resolving the suspi- from reactionary forces both inside and outside our
cions and hatreds, the pressures and intrigues and the country. Our internal social and economic policies
outside military interference which harass the region were deliberately misconstrued and our expanding
are constructive and far-reaching. They deserve the relations with other countries maliciously misinter-
full co-operation of all countries directly concerned preted in an attempt to distort our objectives and
and the support of peace-loving States world wide. obstruct our endeavours. Even such measures as the
197. These and other regional initiatives by devel- introduction o~ free hospitals ~~d medical services
oping and non-aligned countries share common ~md free educatIOn for. all o~r cItIzens hav~ been and
foundations in spite of the different circumstances in m ~ome ca~e~ are stIll bel~g accompanIed by the
which they are unfolding. They all stress the need for rabid .opp~SltIon of vested IJ?terests. That we have
regional States themselves to take the leading role in prevall~d IS due to our t.enaclt:y and to the strength
resolving problems of their region. They prove that we den,ved from (rJ~ fnends m the Movement of
approaches based on dialogue and co-operation are Non-Ahgned Countnes and elsewhere.
much more fruitful than reliance upon armed might 203. Together with the other Mediterranean coun-
in resolving problems. They emphasize the need for tries which have accomplished their national struggle
outside Powers, and in particular the super-Powers, for freedom and dignity, we realize that the elimina-
to stop meddling in the destinies of different regions, tion of all foreign military presence from our territo-
either directly through military presence or indirectly ries is only the first step in ridding our region of the
through the use of proxies. tension and con.frontation that.characterize ~t. As
198. It is a great satisfaction to report further on the long as the Medlterran~an remams a focal pomt of
meeting which-acting upon a mandate given to super-Power confrontatlo.n we can~~t feel free and
them by the Seventh Conference of Heads of State or secure t.o pursue our na:tlonal destinIes and res<;>lve
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New our regIOnal problems In the manner we conSider
Delhi in March 1983-the Mediterranean members most approprIate. We c~nnot feel free and secure as
of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries held at lon~ as our s~a remams the .playground for the
Valletta earlier this month to concert their views and ~mte~ States S!xth Fleet to ~ex ItS muscles whenever
devise initiatives for co-operation and for strengthen- ~t desIres, as long as the Soviet Nayy uses ?ur sea as
ing security in the Mediterranean. ItS backyard, as long as two major navies a~d a

number of smaller ones use our sea as the domam of
199. Since time immemorial, the Mediterranean their ever-enlarging war games as long as our region
has been considered by predominant military Powers is riddled with staging posts f~r rapid troop deploy-
as a special preserye for their global empire-building. ment, and as long as nuclear weapons beneath and
Much of the. fightmg of the Second. World W';lr was above our waters, and even on the adjoining main-
u~qertaken m or around our regIOn. A strmg of land, remain the frightening daily reality.
milItary ~ases then dotted. <?ur shores. The flow of 204. The concern and dismay voiced by non-
commerCial traffic. ~as traditionally been punctuated aligned Mediterranean countries at these develop-
by the flow of milItary hardware. ments do not spring from any sense of antagonism to
200. The end of the Second World War spelt the either one or the other of the super-Powers. Neither
demise of the colonial era. In the Mediterranean, is it our wish to stand in the way of the pursuit by any
however, the withdrawal of the colonial Powers was country, regional or not, of its legitimate commercial
immediately replaced by the intrusion of super-Pow- and security interests. Our sea has always been a
er presence. First, the United States Sixth Fleet and, point of contact and a means of transit for different
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cultures a.nd peoples. Our aim is to enhance this aligned c~untries to transf~rm the Mediter~ane~n
traditional function by transforming it into a zone of into a region of peace, securIty and co-operation, m
peace, co-operation and security based on the princi- conformity with the decisions of the Non-Aligned
pies of non-alignment. Movement and the relevant resolutions of the
205. The Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the non- United Nations General Assembly, in particular
I· dM d' t' t' tV II tt resolution 38/189 ... " [ibid., para. 4].a Igne e Iterranean coun nes, mee mg a a e a,

were deeply conscious of the far-reaching significance 209. The non-aligned Mediterranean countries
of the action they were taking and the widespread have now clearly identified the measures which need
support that accompanied their initiative. 7heir to be pursued both for the resolution of the specific
deliberations were followed directly by representa- problems of their region and to reduce the overall
tives of the Chairman of the Movement of Non- level of tension and confrontation in the Mediterra-
Aligned Countries, India, and the Secretary-General nean.
of the League of Arab States, who attended as 210. On the Middle East they reiterated the funda-
observers. Messages of support from sympathetic mental position that
foreign ministers came from many countries, includ- "a just and lasting peace in the Middle East and the
ing China, the Democratic People's Republic of solution of the Palestinian question cannot be
Korea, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The Deputy For- achieved without the total and unconditional Israe-
eign Minister of Greece personally attended the 1i withdrawal from all Palestinian and other Arab
formal opening session of the meeting. These expres- territor!~3 occupied since 6 June 1967, and the full
sions of support in themselves constitute an acknow- exercise of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian
ledgement that the initiative of the non-aligned people under the leadership of the Palestine Liber-
Mediterranean countries is not a self-enclosed one ation Organization, their sole legitimate repre~en-
but rather opens itself up to the involvement of the tative, including the ri~ht of return, self-determma-
aligned States of the region. In this context, it is to be tion without external mterl~rence and the right to
hoped that future meetings of this nature will be national independence and sovereignty, including
followed even more closely and attentively by the the right to establish an independent Palestinian
southern European States of the Mediterranean. State in its homeland, Palestine" [ibid., para. 9].
206. The Final Declaration adopted at the Valletta To this end the Ministers of the non-aligned Mediter-
meeting has been distributed as a document of the ranean countries expressed their support for the
General Assembly [A/39/526 and Corr.l]. I should convening of an international peace conference on
like to underline some of the most si~nificant ele- the Middle East in conformity with General Assem-
ments that emerged from this first mimsterial meet- bly resolution 38/58 C.
ing of the non-aligned Mediterranean countries ever 211. On the question of Lebanon, the Ministers
held. "decided to intensify efforts to brin$ about the
207. In the first instance, particular importance is withdrawal of Israeli forces, as the contmued Israeli
to be attached to the fact that the Ministers of the occupation is the main factor obstructing national
non-aligned countries devoted their special attention reconciliation in Lebanon" [ibid., para. 7 (a)].
to "the presence of foreign fleets, ~ilitary ~ases and 212. On the question of Cyprus, the Ministers
facilities to be used for aggreSSIOn agamst non- "called for the withdrawal of all foreign military
aligned members" [ibid., para. 11], which they co~- forces" and "pledged their full support to the efforts
sidered as having ser:ous consequences for their of the United Nations Secretary-General in the
security interests. In the light of this ass(;ssment, the solution of the problem and urged him to continue
non-aligned Mediterranean countries agreed upon and intetlsify his current efforts" [ibid., para. ::1].
what turns out to be the central point of their 213. Finally, the Mediterranean non-aligned coun-
declaration, namely, their solemn reaffirmation of tries made it clear that they envisage the process of
the three fundamental and interrelated aspects of Mediterranean security and co-operation as involv-
their whole approach to questions of security and cc:>- ing a dialogue of full equ~lity between the~ an~ the
operation in the Mediterranean region: first, theIr aligned States of the MedIterranean. They IdentIfied
commitment not to use force or the threat of force two major areas in which this dialogue has to be
among themselves; secondly, their undertaking never conducted with the utmost urgency. One concerns
to permit military bases or facilities for great Power the process of confidence and security-building. It
presence in their region; and, thirdly, their invitation was stressed that, "for the process begun at the
to other Mediterranean European States to adhere Stockholm Conference on Confidence-and Security-
strictly to the principle of the nOn-use or threat of building Measures and Disarmament in Europe to
force, and in particular not to use their own arma- unfold effectively, adequate measures for the Medi..
rnents and forces, nor allow the use of bases and terranean region must be agreed to, through a
military facilities against non-aligned !"Iediterran~an dialogue on the basis of equality" [ibid., para. 14].
members. We have here the essential foundatIon The other concerns the economIC relations between
upon which a peaceful and secure Mediterranean can non-aligned Mediterranean countries and the Euro-
be achieved. pean Economic Community [EEC]. It was stressed
208. At the same time, the Valletta meeting conclu- that co-operation must "take due account of the
sively demonstrated that whatever problems exist in legitimate concern of the non-aligned Mediterranean
our region they do not preclude the possibility of members. especially in the sectors of human re-
collective action for security and co-operation. Indi- sources, trade and economic development" (ibid.,
vidual differences between any of the participants para. 19].
did not prevent them from asserting together that the 214. The results of the Valletta meeting therefore
Valletta meeting constituted provide a sober and firm basis for action aimed ot

"a step of major political significance ailded at reversing the tension and confrontation which exist
strengthening the efforts of the Mediterranean non- in the Mediterranean and which pose a threat to the
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peace and security not only of the region itself but be deployed barely 100 or so miles from their
also of ~he international community in general. \Ve populatlions should be a matter on which they are
expect other countries in our region and the super- fully consulted. Unless these questions are consid-
Powers themselves to take up the challenge which has ered in detail both within the Conference on Confi-
been set. They should recognize that the VaHetta den.ce-and Security-building l\1easul'es and Disarma-
Declaration, far from being an isolated and soon men! in Europe and in separate and equal dialogue
forgotten expression of solidarity, reflects with pl'eci- between Conference participants and the non-aligned
sion and clarity the political realities of our region. Medit1erranean countries, security and confidence-
Mediterranean countries, not only the non-aligned building cannot be achieved either in the Mediterra-
among them, are seriously concerned at the security nean or in Europe itself.
situation in the region; they are worried and dis-
mayed at the growing manifestations of super-Power 219. The non-aligned Mediterranean countries are
confrontation around them; they are keen to see a determined steadfastly to pursue and reinforce the
peaceful, just and lasting resolution of the problems re$ional process which they launched at Valletta. For
of the region, notably the question of Palestine and thIS purpose, they have agreed to meet again in the
that of Cyprus. future and to utilize all available forums, especially

the General Assembly and the Security Council and
215. It has to be recognized that in the background the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries itself.
of the Valletta Declaration lies the political will and Those of us who are participants in the process of the
action of the various protagonists in our region C fI S' d C .. E
aimed at resolving the problems which exist It would on erence on ecuntyan o-operatIOn In urope

will also follow-up at Stockholm all the relevant
be a great mistake on the part of either super-Power questions raised at Valletta.
to ignore the positive implications of recent develop-
ments regarding problems in North Africa, to mis- 220. What non-aligned countries of the Mediter-
judge the common desire for national reconciliation ranean are doing in their region forms an integral
and the return to full sovereignty over their territory link with what other non-aligned countries are doing
of the people of Lebanon, or to bypass the process of elsewhere. Reference has already been made to other
healing of wounds taking place in Cyprus. regional initiatives. I should also like to mention here
216. The members of the EEC should accept the the initiatives concerning transforming the Indian
hand of co-operation which is being extended to Ocean into a zone of peace, as well as the efforts by
them by the developing countries of the Mediterrane- the front-line States of southern Africa to bring
an. They should respond to this call by transforming justice and stability to their region.
their present tight-fisted and protectionist attitude 221. The people of the Democratic People's Repub-
into policies which open their markets for the lie of Korea, it must be remembered, are also still
products of other Mediterranean countries on equita- struggling to reunite their divided country. In this
hIe terms and conditions and which utilize resources context, Malta wishes to reiterate its support for the
available in the region on the basis of mutual benefit. proposals for tripartite discussion") and the eventual
The forthcoming Venice seminar on economic, cul- solution of setting up a confederal republic in Korea.
tural and scientific co-operation in the Mediterrane- We urge all the parties concerned to approach these
an of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in constructive proposals in an open and co-operative
Europe, which in its turn is a fellow-up to the spirit. Like many other countries. Malta fails to
Valletta meeting of February 1979, offers an ideal understand the justification for a continuing presence
opportunity for the EEC member countries to of foreign troops in South Kor,~a after a number of
demonstrate a new and more positive attitude recent developments have taken place which signifi-
towards co~r~ration in the Mediterranean. We shall cantly alter the factors which contributed to the
go to Venk, ..pecting that the EEC will not miss this placing of those troops there in the first place.
opportunity, albeit already belated, to reverse a trend 222. A few peoples, notably the PalestI'nI'an and
which, if maintained, could not but contribute
tow.ards a further polarization of attitudes in the Namibian peoples, are still engaged in the struggle to
regIOn. achieve freedom and sovereignty. To them we extend

our fullest support, sympathy and encouragement.
217. The nations participatin~in the Conference on
Confidence-and Security-buildmg Measures and Dis- 223. For the large number of other emergent peo-
armament in Europe, meeting at Stockholm, should pIes, the national liberation struggJe is today almost a
now pr:;"1Ond to the call for a full dialogue on whole generation mr '1Y· However, we can look back
Meditc..nanean security, in the light of their acknow- and recog.nize that uur struggle for liberation did not
ledgernellt that there can be no security in Europe end when our people became free to hoist their own
without security in the Mediterranean. The attempt flag and play their national anthem on their own
to hide nehind such technicalitie" as the assertion territory. Liberation means much more than that. It
that the whole of Europe does not include thr l~ans, most significantly, the freedom to adopt those
Europeap waters of the Mediterranean, or that the 'Dcial and economic policies at the national level
massive naval deployment in the Mediterranean can which we consider most ju" and applicable for our
somehow be considered a phenomenon independent particular developmental and cultural conditions.
of what happens on the European mainland, is 224. It is becoming jr~r~asingly apparent that the
certainly not the proper spirit in which to consider economic and social pt ... les we adopt at the national
!he ques!ion of Mediterranean and European security level inevitably interfa~e with the realities beyond
ID a ~~nous manner, our own frontiers. The structures supporting interna-
218. Non-aligned Mediterranean !;ountries want to tional economic relations, the methods governing the
ensure that their territorial waters are fully respected, flow of information and the strategic conditions
that their enclosed high sea is used scrupulously and encompassing our regions both affect and in turn are
exclusively for the purpose of peace and that the affected by the social and economic policies we adopt
question of whether or not nuclear weapons should at the national level.
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225. Given the inequitable structures of existing
international economic relations and information
flows and the predominant position of a few industri
ally advanced nations, the realities beyond our
frontiers have hitherto been more of a constraint
than a help to our development process. It is for this
reason that the developing countries have raised the
call for new international orders both in the econom
ic and in the information fields. It is equally for this
reason that they are increasingly seeking an active
role in matters relating to the security as much as to
the economic situation in their regions.
226. It is in this spirit that Malta has been pursuing
its national and regional policies under a socialist
Government. Thanks to the far-reaching and com
prehensive social and economic reforms we have
introduced over the past 13 years, Maltese society
today presents a much more humane and just picture
than was the case while we were still under post
colonial tutelage. Our health and education policies,
our pension systems, unemployment and sickness
benefits, and a vast range of allowances for children,
orphans and widows today ensure that no member of
our society is downtrodden or forgotten. It has been
our consistent endeavour to ensure that, while each
individual in our society is given the fullest opportu
nity to enlarge and fulfil his or her own personality
and pursue his personal aspirations, that person will
not be permitted to do so at the expense of the
legitimate rights and aspirations of other members of
society.
227. In our economic and other relations with other
countries we expect our partners in our region and
elsewhere to co-operate with us in applying comple
mentary and mutually beneficial measures to im
prove the well~being of our respective populations.
Time and time again, the developing countries have
emphasized that the existing structures of interna
tional trade and technology flows do not facilitate
mutually beneficial relationships, but on the contrary
favour the strong against the weak. Time and time
again, we have complained how the terms and
conditions of international payments are continually
manipulated to work against our interests.
228. As long as these calls remain unheeded we
have to take our own independent remedial action to
safeguard our interests and hard-won gai~ls. Over the
past 13 years under its socialist Government, Malta,
lacking all forms of indigenous natural resources, has
built up, through careful planning, the collective
efforts of its people and the assistance of its friends,
an external reserve which permits it today to possess
at least one sure means of defence against adversity.
An indication of the extent of our collective effort
emerges from the fact that for the last two years the
Maltese people have succeeded in freezmg both
prices and earnings.
229. Obviously we are not prepared to see our years
of effort and sacrifice undermined through the unjust
and biased trac:I"g systems the industrialiL~d market
economy com;· les are seeking to perpetuate. To
those countries that enjoy a continuous a9d substan
tial trading surplus with us we have made !t clear that
means of redress must be found on P mutually agreed
basis. We are not prepared to keep on purchasing
goods and services from those who are not ready to
~ive us something in return-be it in terms of
Increasing their purchases from us, or in terms of a
transfer of technology in our favour which would
help us operate more effectively on their markets, or
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in terms of some other form of industrial and
commercial co-operation which is acceptable to us.
230. We are certainly far from proposing some
form of passive co-operation in which a one-way flow
of assistance or aid does more to undermine our
sovereignty and harm our productive capacity than
anything else. On the contrary, what we seek is a
partnership on the basis of equality where the efforts
and benefits are shared both ways. We can offer to
our partners the skills and expertise of our workers
which have grown and developed over the years, as
our economy has itself grown and diversified. We
offer them the benefits of our many political initia
tives through which, on the basis of reciprocal
trading and banking arrangements with countries
ranging from the Mediterranean region to the Far
East, we have obtained for our products and services
access to new and expanding markets.
231. The opportunities these achievements offer to
the small number of industrialized countries that still
need to reduce the huge trading surplus they enjoy
with us are not limited simply to the possibility of
increasinc their purchases from us. There also exists
the vast potential of joint investment with us, as our
successful experience with some of our partners
already demonstrates. For those countries who have
yet to take up these opportunities, we continue to
extend the offer of mutually beneficial co-operation.
But we must make it equally clear that we win not
tolerate any longer a biased and lopsided relationship
where the benefits are only in their favour.
232. The battle cry of the developing world has
always been "trade not aid". The Maltese people
expect their legitimate rights, ne; any form ofchanty.
With distant Japan, negotiations on this basis can
now start.
233. All the more did the Maltese people expect
Italy to translate good-neighbourly relations mto
pOSItive acts. Our commercial disequilibrium with
Italy has reached alarming proportions. This is no
longer tolerable. From now on, no Maltese will buy
anything from a country which does not buy Maltese
products in return. Malta's; legitimate rights cannot
be assured by Italy's empty promises but by concrete
actions-actions alone speak louder than words.
234. Together with other countries in our region, in
the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries, here in the
United Nations and elsewhere, we are determined to
continue to work in pursuit of just and equitable
relationships. The difficulties facing us are indeed
daunting, but not unavoidably overwhelming. What
many like us in Malta have achieved at the national
level, what so many non-aligned and other deveJr~

ing countries are achieving at the regional leve', are
elements of hope and encouragement for ourselves
and for others.
235. We realize that without the full co-operation of
the more fortunate and advanced members of the
international community our difficult: l) will be
unduly compounded. We trust that they will finally
appreciate the desire for peace and justice which
inspires all our endeavours and will join us in seeking
to transform this planet from one of crisis which it
currently is to a home of serenity and prosperity
which it has such an immense potential of becoming.
236. Mr. NZEYIMANA (Burundi) (interpretation
from French): Once again I am honoured to head the
rlelegation of Burundi in the wc,rk of the annual
session of the General As~embly. I can say that I see
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in this not a ritual presence but a special responsibili- co-operation. The economic recovery which is spo-
ty and a very acute awareness of the numerous ken of in some industrialized countries is scarcely
serious concerns of BJl Member States, of regions and noticeable in the developing countries, which are
of the entire international community assembled more than ever before burdened by debt, the fall in
here. the prices of raw materials, the trade deficit, the
237. But my first duty is to tell Mr. Lusaka how effects of natural disasters, and the slowing down of
gratified I am at the confidence which the General economic and commercial activities. The recession
Assembly, in electing him President of this session, which has struck the developed countries has
has shown in Zambia, a neighbouring friendly coun- strengthened protectionism, thereby worsening the
try, as well as in its distinguished President, Mr. debt burden of third~world countries and their bal-
Kenneth Kaunda. I whole-heartedly congratulate him ance-of-payments difficulties.
as well as H:e other officers of the Assembly. 244. And so it seems that the world is in the grip of
238. My delegation also is happy to welcome Bru- a multidimensional crisis, which has tragic effects on
nei Darussalam. We warmly greet it as a new the developing countries. Despite the great achieve-
Member of the United Nations family. ments of research and of scientific and technological
239. Recently, following presidential elections by development, which opened up prospects of unlimit-
direct universal suffrage-the first which were ever ed progress, a large part of the world's population has
held in the history of our country and which marked no access to the fruits of those achievements. The gap
the culmination of the process of the establishment of between the developed world and the developing
definitive dfmocratic institutions in our political countries, between the rich and the poor, is constant-
system-a solemn ceremony was held for the investi- ly widening.
ture of the President of the Republic of Burundi, 245. At the same time, the United Nations sys-
Colonel Jean-Baptiste Bagaza, for a new term of tem-which was to be the framework for dialogue
office. On that occasion, Colonel Bagaza stated the and joint efforts and was designed to harmonize
following, which is quite appropriate in this forum: varying positions-engenders neither cohesion nor

"We appeal to all countries throughout the world compromise. On the contrary, it is becoming a place
to join efforts to ensure the development of all for confrontation, for cruel indifference, for the
parts of the world, to contribute to the acquisition sterile expression of hitherto repressed feelings, for
of and respect for the freedom and independence contradictory or propaganda speeches. But, in estab-
of countries and peoples and to struggle for iishing the United Nations, the international cornmu-
international peace and security." nity entrusted it with the objectives of maintaining

240. That message by the most authoritative international peace and security and promoting
spokesman of our people shows that the Republic of international co-operation. Those objectives were the
Burundi places great hopes in international solidarity reflection of the sentiments of reconciliation and
and co-operation, for which the United Nations is generosity of a world that had just emerged from the
the best possible instrument. None the less, we must horror of war. Its sole ambition was to ensure the full
note that the era when the United Nations was development of the human being.
established-an era when wisdom, resulting from 246. To be sure, during the almost 40 years of the
fear, prevailed-has long since passed, and the
Organization is now tending to fall apart and to lose Organization's existence, progress has been made
h f · 'd 1 d' 'f and should continue to be made. For instance, the

t e essence 0 Its 1 ea. It seems to be len mg ltsel to establishment and functioning of the United Nations,
immobility, to impotence, and public opinion ap- of its specialized agencies and of its operational
pears to have lost faith in it. instruments have contributed to the improvement of
241. How can one assess what has happened since human well-being, to the decolonization of many
the last session of the Assembly without using the countries, to the elaboration of a wide juridical
word "failure"? This is seriously disquieting both in system of international norms. I am ready to recog-
regard to peace and security and in regard to world nize that the co-operation between Burundi and the
development-and yet these are the two major United Nations system has been a real source of
concerns of our time. satisfaction and hope to my Government.
242. With regard to peace and security, one would
seek in vain any reasons for satisfaction-whether we 247. But the United Nations system has gradually
are talking about wars, conflicts, tensions or the become discredited. Within it, trends have emerged
rights of peoples to freedom or independence in the that are contrary to the feelings which prevailed at its
Middle East, in the Persian Gulf, in South-East Asia; birth. There is an ever more marked lack of faith in
whether we are talking about the intolerable situation multilateral co-operation.
in southern Africa or the insecurity reigning in 248. And have not the United Nations conferences
Central America; whether we are talking, finally, on trade and development become the almost living
about rivalries of ideological blocs or about disarma- symbol of a world at odds with itself? That kind of
ment ne~otiations. The only ray of light in this rather conference is no longer anything but a forum for false
sombre mternational picture is the recent initiative meetings, for dialogues of the deaf, or, quite simply,
to resolve the situation in Chad. With all our hearts, for the lamentable confrontation of two monologues:
we desire for that country so dear to our region a that of the North 2nd that of the South. The
process of national reconciliation, unity and recon- developed countries have become less and less inter-
struction. ested in this framework on which the developing
243. As for world economic development, the situa- countries had based their future. The aspirations of
tion has become even worse, for the majority of peoples and countries have once again met with the
countries, ir the last 12 months. Indeed, a turning opposition of forces that are doing everything possi-
inward, resulting from both selfishness and incom- ble to perpetuate the unequal relations and the
prehension, is seriously compromising international privileges that history gave them.
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249. UNIDO is also a long way from meeting the we must congratulate those countries that have met
challenge of the industrial take-off of the developing Of exceeded that target and that have shown that the
countries. Its most recent conference-the Fourth standard of living and well-being of their own
General Conference of the United Nations Industrial citizens have not been adversely affected thereby.
Development Organization, held at Vienna from 2 to 256. Similarly, we must follow closely the efforts
19 August 1984-only c~1?-firmed, unf0:tu~ate!y,that and attempts being made to implement the special
the selfi~hness of the pnvIleged countnes IS stIll very programme for the least developed countries, which
much WIth us. are not prepared to resign themselves to relegation to
250. Whether on the monetary, financial, commer- the scrap heap of development.
cial, industrial, or development aid level, interna- 257. At a time when we are preparing to celebrate
tional co-operation has come to a standstill. This the fortieth anniversary of the United Nations, the
situation has been a catastrophe for entire peoples. Organization should become a driving force for
251. The 1984 study on the world economy5 is clear in,ternational co-~per~tion. ~ut that cannpt happen
on one point: the situation in the sub-Saharan regions WIthout the. masslv~, mcreasmg a~d contmued sup-
of Africa is especially serious. That part of the ~ort of the l!1ternat,lOnal communIt~ for the rest?~a-
continent is experiencing a crisis that is unfortunate- tI0l?- of mu!tIlate~ahs~.~on~de.ncem ~he capablhty
ly accelerating and worsening. Per capita income is of mternatIonal mstItutlons IS m the mterest of all
constantly decreasing, the rate of production growth peoples.
is lower than the rate of population growth, the cost 258. However, it will take more than good inten-
of debt-servicing continues to rise and the budgetary tions and mere hopes to get the world out of the
and balance-of-payment situations continue to dete- present crisis, which is a structural one. Development
riorate. Forecasts by such highly respected technical must become the problem of all the peoples. Deci-
authorities as the World Bank and the E(,0nomic sion-making on questions of vital interest to the
Commission for Africa predict a very dark future for peoples must no longer be the monopoly of certain
Africa, ~oing from a 1 per cent decrease to an countries. The developed countries must make up
infiniteSImally small annual growth of 0.1 per cent in their minds to <;:ngage in serious negotiations to find
per capita income-I repeat, a 1 per cent decrease to workable solutions to the world economic crisis,
an infinitesimally small annual growth of 0.1 per cent which has been created and is exacerbated by the
in per capita income. inequalities and injustices in international economic
252. Unfortunately, contingent problems accompa- relations. In a w~r14 in which resources are lim~ted
ny such structural problems. Unpredictable weather a.nd ~nequally dlstnbut.ed,. where poveI1y, depnva-
conditions have caused ~ noticeable decrease in tI0l?, I~norance and destItutIon are t~e dally lot of the
agricultural production, which has, in turn, created a !DaJont~ of peoples, o.nly the estabhshm~nt of a n~w
serious food crisis and led to a massive population mternatIonal economIc or~er can provIde a lastmg
exodus. source of peace and secunty.
253. A high-ranking United Nations official, speak- 259. Similarly, we co.nsider that the ~egotiati<?ns
ing of Africa, recently said: "Today, a kind of under way on the estabhshm.ent of a new m~ormatIon
permanent state of emergency prevails there." It is or~er should be pursuf?d. Is It n,ot partly owmg ~o the
imperative, therefore, that the urgent measures be unIla~eral nature. of mformatlon tpat there IS no
taken that alone can enable Africa to escape from this equal.tty or equIty. a!D0ng the d.tfferent. cultures
situation into which it has been plunged by the mentIoned by t~e MInIster for .Forelgn AffaIrS of the
constraints of history and an economic system built Fede~al ~ep~bhc of Germa~yJust t\~o d~ys a~o [8th
on inequitable foundations. These odds cannot be meetmg]. Is It not because mformahon 1S umlat~ral
overcome without the active goodwill and solidarity that the problems of developmt:nt are poorly or httle
of the entire international community. The assistance understood b~ the ~orld pubhc?
of the most advanced countries is indispensable to ~60. How., m. an, mterdepend~nt world, can we
Africa, a land of unexploited potential, a continent Igno~e t~e Im~hcatlOns.a~d the Importance of com-
experiencing acute growing pains. mumcatlons, I~ es!abhshmg harmony amon~ !he
254. Indeed, in the history of nations, each people, peoples, aVOldmg ~Isputes ~nd wars and estabhshmg
each country, each continent, is indebted to the peace ~nd co~lectlve securIty? . .
contributions of others-in culture, in technology, in 261. Just as It longs for economIc prosperIty, s~ the
inventions, in natural resources; every emp~re and world of today also longs for peace and secuflty.
every economic power has been built thanks to the 262. Current trends in the international situation
assistance of others. It is only fair that Africa be give real cause for concern. Recourse to the threat or
given its chance. And it is important to emphasize use or force, mHitary intervention, interference in the
that assistance based purely Oil specific cases will not internal affairs of States have become everyday
meet the situation. It is necessary, as the French practice, in violation of the purposes and principles
Minister for Foreign Affairs emphasized in his of the Charter of the United Nations.
stateme~t to the Assembly [8th meeting]? to supp<?rt 263. The developing world, a realm of poverty, is
and put mto effect the proposal to establIsh a specIal also becoming the rea!m of violence. The third-world
fund. Such a fund would be used to support the countries are also, unfortunately, the testing grounds
programmes of structural reform and recovery mea- for the new weapons of the Powers that produce
sures which the majority of African countrIes are them.
now courageously undertaking. 264. Every year at this rostrum we deplore the state
255. This also seems to me to be the moment to of war that has now become a familiar background in
make a new appeal to the sense of responsibility of certain regions. The Middle East, the Persian Gulf,
the leaders of those developed ,countries that have Central America, southern Africa, South-East Asia-

. not yet met the target set by the United Nations for to mention but those few-have gradually become

~ffici~ devclopment as~.anc~ In th~ ~nnectio~ ,~a~c~c~u~s~~~m.~e~d,~~t~o~w~~a~~~~~~j~~?~~~~'~~~~~~~~~
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have gone so far along the·path of intransigence. It is
important to stress that the contempt shown by that
regime is a challenge to the entire international
community.
272. As regard the South African presence in Nami
bia, neither law nor common sense can justify this in
the eyes of the international community. The Gov
ernment of Pretoria continues to occupy Namibia
illegally, violating the many relevant resolutions of
the General Assembly and the Security Council.
273. Even more than the occupation of Namibia,
nothing could justify the present intensive exploita
tion of that Territory. What will become of an
independent Namibia deprived of its enormous
resources by the Pretoria regime and its allies?
274. The Government of the Republic of Burundi
opposes any attempt to establish a link or a parallel
of any kind between the independence of that
Territory and the withdrawal of Cuban forces from
Angola. The presence of those Cuban troops in
Angola, through an act of sovereignty by the latter,
c~uld not lend legitimacy to a blatant act of aggres
SIOn.

275. In any event, the situation which results from
the policies of oppression applied by the Pretoria
regime against the Namibian people and the policy of
intimidation and terrorism against neighbouring
countries constitute in themselves a serious threat to
international peace and security and should therefore
discourage support of Pretoria by its allies.
276. For its part, the Government of the Republic
of Burundi reiterates its support for the struggle of
the Namibian people under the leadership of SWA
PO and calls for the application of Security Council
resolution 435 (1978). It rejects the policy of Preto
ria, with all its forms of oppression, explOItation and
domination based on inequality and discrimination.
277. The southern part of Africa is unfortunately
not the only danger point in the continent. The
situation which prevails in north-west Africa is a
cause of great concern to my Government, which
condemns all manoeuvres aimed at blocking the
process to self-determination of the Saharan people
under the leadership of the Fren/Le POLISARIO.6
278. The resolution adopted by the Assembly of
HearJs of State and Government of the Organization
of African Unity at its nineteenth ordinary session~
held at Addis Ababa in June 1983, and endorsed by
the General Assembll in resolution 38/40-which
contains the text 0 that resolution-should be
followed up. My Government hopes that the parties
to the conflict will enter into negotiations with a view
to reaching a just and lasting solution. That is the
only way to restore peace and stability in the region
and avoid foreign intervention and the international
ization of the conflict, which could only increase the
suffering of the peoples involved. The OAU has done
everything possible to bring about the decolonization
of Western Sahara. The obstruction of the process is
the fault not of the Saharan Arab Democratic
Republic but rather of the party which has rejected
the organization of the referendum.
279. Also in Africa, Chad is a cause of particular
concern and interest, especially for my country's
region. The peace plans prepared outside the region,
and satisfying foreign interests only, should give way
to a Chadian plan drawn up within the society and
based on the desire for unity and national reconstruc
tion. In line with this, the international community

265. Mankind has retained only a distant and
rapidly fading memory of the collective peace that
was called for at the end of the Second World War.
Each day, pacifism loses ground to militarism. Every
country, beginning, paradoxically, with the most
powerful, is seeking so-called security based on the
stockpiling of weapons, and every country claims
that it is arming solely in order the better to defend
itself.
266. Would it not be wiser and more sensible to
forestall the event, to avert the outbreak of war, than
to resi~n oneself to awaiting it as if it were a
predestmed and natural phenomenon, by establish
ing a framework of good-neighbourliness, co-opera
tion and solidarity that would lead to a climate of
mutual trust?
267. In keeping with the principles that led to the
establishment of the United Nations, as well as those
on which the OAU is based, my Government, for its
part, will contribute to anything that can promote the
stability and security of the countries of our region.
Thus, in our own geographical environment, thanks
to formal or tadt agreements of good-neigh
bourliness, Burundi lives in total peace and security
with bordering countries, notwithstanding the prob
lems that may exist in anyone of them. This is an
essential pre-condition of the development of our
country and we cannot allow countries from outside
our region to disturb this balance which we have not
always enjoyed in the past. We believe that this is the
best way to behave if we are to act in accordance with
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations
and to contribute to establishing a climate of peace
and security for the whole world.
268. With regard to troubled re~ions, the most
disquieting and dangerous situation m Africa and the
one which can least be tolerated is to be found in the
southern part of the continent. We must not only
condemn but vigorously combat the system of apar
theid institutionalized by the racist regime of Preto
ria. The inhuman policy practised by South Africa is
a source of instability for the subregion and consti
tutes the most outrageous violation of the Charter of
the United Nations. The non-white peoples of South
Africa are humiliated daily. They live like foreigners
in their own country.
269. The so-called consultations of the people re
cently organized by the Pretoria regime and intended
to mislead world opinion can deceive nobody. The
so-called constitutional reforms, which exclude
blacks from participation in the power structures, are
nothing but a perpetuation and further strengthening
of apartheid.
270. South African attacks on neighbouring coun
tries hostile to the Fascist policy are an affront to all
States faithful to tt ' principles of the United Na
tions. The entire world has followed with great
interest the most recent developments in the region.
The recent agree'1lents concluded between the Re
public of South Africa and its neighbours, Angola
and Mozambique, a test of ~ood faith for South
Africa, must not lessen the vIgilance of the States
concerned and must give rise to no illusions as far as
the African countries are concerned as to the real
intentions of the South African regime.
271. The Government of the Republic of Burundi
deplores the political, economic and military support
given by certain Member countries of the United
Nations, without which the Pretoria regime could not
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should assist the people of C~a~ to bury the hatchet inadmissibility of the use of force against sovereign
of war. Support for the rebUIldmg of Chad must be States. We remain convinced that the withdrawal of
~ased.on respect for the sovereignty and territorial all foreign troops from Democratic Kampuchea and
I~tegnty of the co:un~ry and the cessation of hostili- from Afghanistan is the only way to end these
hes, so that negotiatIOns among the people of Chad grievous situations once and for all
may begin. In this connection, we welcome the 8 .. .'.
decision with regard to the withdrawal of foreign 2 7, LatlI~ Amenca an.d the Cafl~bean, WhICh form
troops, which should be followed by a process of ~noth~r.regIOn of the thIrd world, IS ~lso the scene. of
national reconciliation and the definition by the mstapIlI~Y brou~t about b¥ all ~mds of fOreIgn
people of Chad themselves of a final, stable institu- dOmInatIOn an~ Interference In ~he mte~al affaIrs of
tional framework. States. BurundI supports the .Lat!D ~mencan p.eoples,

.. ... . . and the Contadora Group In partIcular, WhICh are
280. The situatIOn prevaIlmg In the MIddle East IS working for peace ~md stability in Central America.
another source of great concern to my Government.. .
The fate of the Palestinian people, the instability in 288. ~hIle the 'Y0rld lacks the means t~ aC~Ieye
Lebanon and the war between Iran and Iraq are all eco~omlc p!OSper.lty and peace and secunt}' m ItS
obstacles to lasting peace in the region. The current vanous regIOns, It seems, on. the other hand, to
session of the General Assembly must give those possess a tal~nt for self-destructIOn. Never before has
questions the attention they deserve. the arms rac~ accelerated at such a pace as today. In
281 Th d dl k . . some countnes, resources devoted to weapons are far

.' . e ea oc over the PalestlD;Ian pro~lem, greater than those devoted to economic activities. At
WhICh IS t~e greate~t obstacle to ~eace m the MIddle the world, continental and regional levels, States are
East, contInues, OWIng to ~he obs(!nacy of Isra~l. The arming themselves in a frenzy which finds expression
refusal of .Is!ael to recogmz~ the malIenable nght of in the atrocities of localized wars
the PalestInIan people to eXIstence and to self-deter- .
mi1?-ation is dangerous and threatens the future of the 289.. ~hat is even worse, the world accepts the
entIre subregion. Israel is jealous of its own rights' it po~sIbIllty of nuclear war. Now then, what more
s~ould act constructively and recognize its obliga- seflous danger ha~gs over us than that to w.hich a
tIons to other peoples, m this case the Palestinian nuclear conflagra.tIOn would expose the survIval of
people. mankind? Scientific and technological advances,
282. Convinced that no respite in the Middle East which. sh~uld serve to enhance our well-bei~g, are
is possible without recognition of the Palestinian resultIng m the deplo~ment ~f new generatIOns. of
people, followed by the free exercise of its rights, nuclear weap<?ns and mcrea~mgly deadly chemIcal
Burundi supports the courageous Palestinian people weapons. As !f our. planet dId not prOVIde enough
in its struggle to recover its homeland and its scope, there IS a fisk that the arms race may be
fundamental national rights. extended to outer space.
283. In ~ddition, the situation in Lebanon, another 290. It is pure hypocrisy,. ill these c~rcutnstance~, t.o
hot spot In the Middle East, is a threat to regional spea~ of peace. and secunty. In t~eIr absence, It IS
and international peace and security. The Govem- UtopI.an to thmk. of the well-bemg a~d future of
ment of the Republic of Burundi, in solidarity with mankInd..InternatIonal peace and secun!y cannot be
the pe<?ple.of Lebanon, supports that country's efforts assured wIthout general and complete dlsarm.ament.
!o maIntaIn its security, its territorial integrity, its The ~rms race, WhICh thre~tens the survIval of
I~dependenceand its sovereignty, within its interna- mankmd, cannot be h~lted wltho~~ a freeze on the
tIonally recognized borders development, productIOn, stockpIlmg and deploy-
284. Also in the Middle E~st, the war between Iran ment of nucle~rweapons and the rapid conclusion of
a~d Iraq i~ acquiring. increasingly alarming dimen- a comprehe~sIve nUclear-test-b~n treaty. .
SIons ~nd IS threatenmg to extend to neighbourii19 291. In thIS. context, the major P~wers WIth the
countnes. The Government of the Republic of most ~estruct!ve.weapons have a major role to play,
Burundi encourages the various initiatives and the and hIstOry wIll Judge them by their sense of respon-
mediation aime~ at ending that painful, fratricidal sibility. The pe-oples of the worl.d, including those of
and costly conflIct. In that connection, the parties to the nuclear Powers, are demandmg that these Powers
the c<?nt:!ict should show sufficie~t wisdom to open sit down at. the negotiatin~. table. without further
negotIatIons. That would be a major contribution to delay and Without pre-condltlons, m order to agre:'
peace in the region and to the development of the first on a freeze of nuclear and chemical weapons,
third world, which has been seriously harmed by a then on their limitation and reduction and finally on
host of ills resulting from that war. !he.destruction o.f stockpiles. It does not matter who
285. Peace must also be built on the other side of !S nght and w~o IS wrong; the only r~asonable pe~son
th~ continent of Asia. The Korean people, whose IS he who decIdes to assure the survIval of mankmd.
~mty was bro~en ~O years ago, has legitimate aspira- 292.. It is clear that the future of the world depends
hons to reumficatIon..My 90vernment firmly sup- on d~sarmament, bec~use th.at will guarantee not only
ports the .peaceful reumficatIon of Korea. Aware that survival but the qualtty of lIfe for future generations.
the. ~olutIon of the Korean problem requires a It is no longer necessary to prove the considerable
polItIcal settlement, Burundi encourages the holding impact that it would have on the socio-economic
of talks to permit a reduction of tension in the progress of peoples.
~orean peninsula and the peac.eful re~nific~tion of 293. I could not conclude without stressing that the

e country. It.supp~rts the holdmg oftnpartlte talks. ~orld today lo~gs .for peace, securi.ty and co-opera-
28~. Buru~dI contInl;les to be concernt:d about ,the tIon. The aspIratIons expressed m 1945 remain
~eflous tensIons resultmg fropl the ongomg conflIcts unfulfiH~d. The world must also return to its roots.
m Kamp~chea and Afghamstan. l\1y povernment Only by ~ecomin~ convinced that the three purposes
~eaffirms ItS .firm sl;lpport for t~e prIncIples of non- of the Umted NatIons form an essential whole and by
mterference m the Internal affaIrs of States and the uniting in good will can our States achieve them.
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302. My Government also hopes that the world
community will intensify its efforts to bring about the
withdrawal of all foreign forces from Afghanistan and
from Democratic Kampuchea. The military occupa
tion of Afghanistan and of Democratic Kampuchea
have had strikingly similar consequences. Large-scale
armed interventions in the internal affairs of neigh
bouring States have inevitably given rise to protract
ed and bloody civil wars, to the disruption of
development plans and national life, to disastrous
refugee flows and to the heightening of regional and
international tensions. Certainly, they have added
greatly to the sum total of human misery in the
modern world.
303. In our own region, the Horn of Africa, tension,
conflict and human suffering remain endemic as a
result of foreign military intervention, military ag
gression, the violation of basic human rights and the
harsh denial of the right to self-determination and
independence for colonized people-all with the
gravest consequences for Somalia.
304. The central destabilizing factor in our region's
turmoil is the continued denial by the Ethiopian
empire-State of the right to self-determination to
colonized people still languishing under its rule. The
territories in the Horn of Africa acquired by Europe
an colonizers during the nineteenth century have all
long since gained their independence in accordance
with the provisions of General Assembly resolution
1514 (XV). Ironically, the people of territories ac
quired by Ethiopia at the same time or later and with
the collusion of the European Powers are still strug
gling for their inalienable rights.
305. It was to suppress the liberation struggles
waged by the peoples of Western Somalia, Eritrea,
Tigre and other areas that the Ethiopian regime
called in the forces of a super-Power and its surro
gates, making the Horn of Africa once again a focus
for super-Power rivalry. Policies of extreme repres
sion, even genocide, are enforced, causin~ thf; mass
exodus of refugees from the occupied terrItories into
Somalia and other countries in the area.
306. As the world community is already well aware,
Somalia continues to be gravely affected by the
overwhelming burden occasioned by so many refu
gees. Thousands are in camps and settlements, and
perhaps an equal number eke out a living in the
countryside and towns. It has been truly stated that
every family supports its refugees; nor does there
seem to be any end to this human tragedy; substantial
new flows have been reported this very month.
307. My Government is, of course, particularly
grateful that the international community, at the
Second international Conference on Assistance to
Refugees in Africa, held at Geneva from 9 to 11 July
1984, and bilaterally, has recognized the intolerable
burden that massive refugee flows place on weak and
fragile infrastructures in the least dt'veloped coun
tries. The principle of burden-sharing is to be imple
mented to some extent through the support of
specific projects, but periodic and often severe
shortages of fuel and balanced foodstuffs still occur.
The day-to-day sustenance of so vast a refugee
population is an enormous problem. In truth, the
whole situation has been allowed to go on far too
long. As we concentrate, in line with our undoubted
humanitarian duty, on the alleviation of the prob~

lems of today's refugees, we must never forget that
those problems are but a symptom of the most
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294. In that connection, as is deplored in the report
on the work of the Organization by the Secretary
General [A/39/1], whom my delegation congratulates
011 his courageous efforts, it seems pointless to go
over the same questions year after year and leave
them with a clear conscience after shifting the
responsibility to the Secretary-General and asking
him to produce another report. No! The time has
come to re-examine the working of the United
Nations in order to make it credible.
295. On the eve of the celebration of the Organiza
tion's fortieth anniversary, the time has come to take
a critical look at the past. Each Member State should
ponder its contribution to the realization of the
Organization's noble purposes and should honour its
own commitments. The United Nations can only
emerge strengthened, for the greater happiness of all
the peoples of the world.
296. Mr. BARRE (Somalia): On behalf of my
delegation and on my own behalf, I should like first
to extend our warm and sincere congratulations to
Mr. Lusaka for his well-deserved election as Presi
dent of the General Assembly at this thirty-ninth
session. His predecessor, Mr. Illueca, of Panama,
deserves high praise for the dedication and skill with
which he directed the affairs of the thirty-eighth
session and we also wish to express our appreciation
to him for his achievements.
297. I also wish to extend my congratulations to the
delegation of Brunei Darussalam on its admission as
the 159th State Member of the United Nations.
298. The year that has passed has seen the Secre
tary-General once again employ his renowned diplo
matic skills and his good offices to strengthen the role
of the United Nations in international affairs. We
pay a heartfelt tribute to him for his valuable efforts.
299. On the other hand, tb~re must be grave
concern over the lack of progre!'>.:; towards the solu
tion of certain other political problems, whether they
are of long-standing or of more recent origin. The
continued increase in, and escalation of, regional
conflicts is particularly troubling. The world commu
nity can ill afford the consequences of tension and
conflict in the Horn of Africa, in Afghanistan, in
Kampuchea, the Arabian Gulf and elsewhere, while it
is still far from achieving a just and lasting settlement
in the Middle East, the elimination of apartheid and
all forms of colonialism in Africa, the peaceful
resolution of the Cyprus and other issues and, above
('11, the halting of the suicidal nuclear-arms race.

JO. There should be wide recognition by all States
and groups of States that new destabilizing political
problems which increase human misery and threaten
regional and international peace and security can be
of benefit to no one in our interdependent world.
Strong and renewed efforts should be made to resolve
long-standing disputes and those of more recent
origin before they, too, become fixtures on the
international scene.
301. It is our earnest hope that efforts at mediation
will soon bring to an end the tragic conflict between
Iraq and Iran-two non-aligned neighbouring States.
That fratricidal war continues to exact a terrible toll
in human lives and wasted material resources. Nei
ther State can hope to profit from a continuation of
the fighting. We appeal to Iraq and Iran alike to
respond positively to proposals and appeals for
negotiations which can lead to lasting peace in ~he

region.
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1 serious underlying issues: persistent colonialism, elsewhere, unless the root causes of such conflicts are
racism, genocide and drought. It is they that are the removed, the area will continue to suffer from
real problems: refugees flee from persecution and violence and bloodshed. Nor can there be any
oppressive policies which a just world should declare permanent and just peace in the region while Israel
unacceptable, and from deteriorating environmental remains in illegal occupation of Lebanese, Palestin-
conditions which are not invariably beyond the ian and other Arab territories, while it persists in
possibility of amelioration. illegal settlement and annexationist policies and
308. It is the hope of the Somali Government that while the Palestinian people are denied their inalien-
the necessary political climate will be created which able right to self-determination.
will encourage voluntary repatriation. This hope 314. We believe that the General Assembly must
remains unfulfilled, since repressive policies con- continue its support for recognition of the rights of
tinue to be enforced in Ethiopia. The continued the Palestinian people and must demand Israel's
arrival of refugees in Somalia attests to this fact. withdrawal from Lebanon and from all other occu-
Furthermore, the claim of the Ethiopian regime that pied Arab territories, including the Holy City of
there have been substantial numbers of refugees Jerusalem, in accordance with the relevant resolu-
returning for whose rehabilitation it needs interna- tions of the Security Council. The time has surely
tional assistance is without substance. International come for concrete global actions aimed at bringing
workers in the field have seen at first hand the about a comprehensive settlement of Middle East
unwillingness of the vast majority of refugees to problems.
return to their homelands until their safety and their 315. A new and balanced initiative is likewise
basic human rights can be guaranteed. ur~ently needed in the case of Cyprus, where differ-
309. The refugee problem is not the only one ences of long standing are rapidly becoming irrecon-
suffered by Somalia as a result of Ethiopia's imperial- cilable.
ist policies. Over the past two years, the Ethiopian 316. I turn now to the international economic
Army, made bold by the support of surrogate forces, situation, which is as significant for peace and
has repeatedly launched military aggression by land progress as any political question on the Assembly's
and air against our country. Somali territory has been agenda. Regrettably, the deadlock in the dialogue
invaded, townships captured and occupied and hun- between countries of the North and the South
dreds of innocent people killed-including recently remains unbroken. This situation represents the
36 children whose school was destroyed in a wanton blunting of an important purpose of the United
and barbarous air attack on the town of Borama and Nations-namely, the solution through international
a nearby refugee camp on 30 January of this year. co-operation of international problems of an eco-
310. Even today, Ethiopian forces are still occupy- nomic, social, cultural and humanitarian nature.
ing two portions of Somalia's territory, and an 317. While deadlock continues, developing coun-
insidious policy of destabilization is being actively tries are reeling under the impact of closely related
pursued in a vain attempt to undermine the sover- economic forces which are beyond their control.
eignty, integrity and national independence of my High interest rates, increasing debt burdens, rising
country. We call once again on all Member States to protectionism, declining export earnings and low
condemn the Ethiopian regime for its acts of aggres- levels of development assistance severely affect even
sion and to demand that it withdraw its forces from the more prosperous developing countrIes, but they
Somalia's territory and end its unwarranted attacks. ca.n reduce least developed nations to most desperate
Moreover, let me state clearly that no peace can be straits.
achieved in the region unless the Ethiopian regime 318. The adverse effects of the current international
totally and unconditionally withdraws its forces from
Somali territory and also guarantees to the colonized economic situation are most apparent in Africa-the
people of Western Somalia and Eritrea their inalien- continent with the greatest number of least developed
able right to justice and self-determination. For its countries. The widespread return in recent years of
part, Somalia will continue to deploy all possible catastrophic drought conditions and other factors,
efforts to bring about the peaceful resolution of the including the presence of large refugee populations,
problems in the region. have dealt additional cruel blows to economies

already weakened by external forces.
311. The persistence of southern African problems
on the Assembly's agenda signifies one of the most 319. The Secretary-General has launched a most
serious failures of the United Nations. Although timely initiative in calling the attention of the world
external details may change, the core of these prob- community to the critical economic situation in
lems continues to be South Africa's racist and Africa. We congratulate him on this initiative and
colonial policies, which have given grave cause for welcome the emphasis he has placed on Africa's
concern since the earliest days of the United Nations. special needs. Indeed, the extent and gravity of the

crisis in Africa must not be underestimated. The
312. In our view, the United Nations must continue problems of our continent, translated into human
to insist on the isolation of the South African regime terms, could mean the disintegration of the social
until it puts an end to the crime of apartheid and and economic fabric of many African societies. It
truly represents the people. It must recognize the could spell hunger, malnutrition and untimely death
legitimacy of liberation struggles against apartheid for millions in the years ahead. Africa today stands in
and against the ille$al occupation of Namibia. Securi- need of massive assistance to combat drought and
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and its implementation should be vigorously pursued hundreds of thousands of lives and displaced mil-l in the General Assembly and the Security Council. lions of people. Today, food aid for the starving is an
·1 313. The most recent flare-up of conflict in the immediate, primary need, but more fundamental

"l,~" Middle East has subsided for Ihe moment, but, as approaches must also be set in motion. In many cases
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infrastnlctures must be strengthened before relief 326. We appeal once more to the nuclear Powers to 1,..·.·.·.. 1.'

and development projects can ue implemented. work with urgency to remove the nuclear threat and r:
320. The Lagos Plan of Action for the Implementa- to allow the world's people to plan and build a future:
tion of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic of hope, security and peace.)
Development of Africa? makes it clear that African 327. Finally, the annual session of the General
States are quite prepared to accept primary responsi- Assembly provides both large and small Member
bility for their own development. We understand States with an opportunity for renewed dedication to
well the need for intt'!grated national policies and for the purposes and principles of the Charter of the
closer economic and techn.;cal co-operation with each United Nations. Clearly we must all find the political
other. We know that agriculture must be high on our will to work for the solution of the many problems
list of priorities so that food sufficiency can be that confront us all and endanger world peace and
attained. security. We must all contribute to the search for
321. We appeal to the developed countries to peace and progress.
recognize that the interdependence of North and 328. Mr. da LUZ (Cape Verde) (interpretation from
South is an inescapable reality. The easing of debt French):* It is with great pleasure that, on behalf of
burdens, the promotion ofjust and stable commodity the delegation of Cape Verde, I extend to Mr. Lusaka
prices and the roll-back of protectionism are funda- our warm congratulations on his election to the
mental remedies to restore the health of African and presidency of the thirty-ninth session of the General
other third-world economies. Significant infusions of Assembly. His experience in the sphere of diplomacy
international economic assistance remain of vital and, in particular, his deep understanding of the
importance for tiding African States over the present United Nations system and bis known competence
crisis and for giving us the boost we need to put us are for us a guarantee that he will successfully guide
firmly on the road to eC('llomic recovery, st&bility the General Assembly in the conduct of its work and
and true independence. the discussion of the items on its agenda, some of

which are extremely complex and of vital importance
322. Without doubt, there is no issue on the agenda for the harmony of the international community and
of the General Assembly that is as pressing and as for the very survival of mankind. His election is a
important as disarmament, in particular nuclear cause of special satisfaction and pride for the African
disarmament. continent and, in particular, for Cape Verde, which
323. If the world survives the nuclear age, future maintains ties of solidarity and brotherly co-opera-
generations studying our history may well ask how tion with his country, Zambia. We are therefore
we were able to plan, to build and to organize our delighted to be able to assure him of the co-operation
affairs at local, national and international levels of our delegation in the fulfillment of his delicate
~hile living under the threatening shadow of oppos- task.
mg systems of nuclear weapons. They may well 329. We should like also to convey to his predeces-
ponder the priorities of an age when unimaginable sor, Mr. Jorge Illueca, our full appreciation and our
sums were spent on the production and refinement of gratitude for the capable and intelligent manner in
weapons capable of gJobal destruction while million~ which he guided the work of the thirty-eighth session
of human beings suffered the deprivation and indig- of the General Assembly and for the sense of balance
nities of abject poverty. The consequences of the which he brought to the analysis of the questions
nuclear-arms race and of the arms race in sophisticat- debated by the Assembly during his term of office.
ed conventional weapons are evident in every aspect 330. To the Secretary-General we reiterate our deep
of world affairs. We see their effects in world appreciation of his commitment and dedication to
inflation, in the widening gap between rich and poor the promotion of the ideals of the United Nations
countries and in regional tensions, which have in- and for the dynamism which has inspired his action.
creased under the pressures of super-Power confron- T~lis has contributed greatly to the strengthening and
tations. the effectiveness of the United Nations. We also want
324. It is clear that a new resolve is needed on every to thank him for the enlightened and responsible way
front-political, humanitarian and technical-to in which he has undertaken new initiatives for the
work for the attainment of the goal of disarmament. peaceful promotion of just solutions to the problems
Sanity and common sense call for a comprehensive raised by the important questions of our time.
test-ban treaty and, as a further step, a freeze in the 331. Similarly, the admission of Brunei Darussalam
production, testing and stockpiling of nuclear weap- as a Member of the United Nations is another step
ons. Nor should a supposedly advanced civilization towards the achievement of the Organization's goal
have any place for chemical weapons; they should be of universality. In welcoming this new Member, we
totally prohibited without further delay. are certain that our capacity for collective analysis in
325. The difficulty of containing the quantity and the search for peaceful solutions to problems will be
destructive capacity of existing nuclear weapons enhanced.
points to the folly of extendin~ the nuclear-arms race 332. Cape Verde has been following with deep
to space. We hope that negotIations for the banning concern the systematic deterioration of the political
of ~pace weapons along with other weapons of mass climate and the progressive worsenin~ of the interna-
destruction will soon be undertaken. My Govern- tional situation. The present climate m international
ment has always welcomed initiatives such as the relations and the recent alarming increase in tension
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones, which between the major Powers have made the interna-
can make a valuable contribution to general and tional political sItuation very precarious and disturb-
complete disarmament. As an Indian Ocean State, ing. In several regions of the world we are witnessing
for ex~mple, we stron~ly support th~ principles that the use of force as a means of resolving conflicts
uurterhe the DeclaratIon of the IndIan Ocean as a *Mr. da Luz spoke in Portuguese. The French version of his
Zone of Peace [resolution 2832 (XXVI)]. statement was supplied by the delegation.
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among States; military intervention and interference development, co-operation and international peace
in the internal affairs of States are proliferating, in and security.
flagrant violation of the principles and purposes of 338. These criticisms reflect the difficulty and
th~ Charter of the ~nited Nations; and, attacks are complexity of the present situation and show that, in
bel~g made o~ the nght !Jf peoples to deCIde freely o~ spite of the difficulties and listlessness, the pro~ess of
theIr own soc,lO-e~onomlc ~yste~, The e,xtreme grayl- adaptation of the United Nations to new CIrcum-
ty of ~he slt,uatlOn, whIch IS reachl.ng, ala~mmg stances and requirements is of concern t~ all ,those
proportIons vlr~~ally everywhere, and Its mevlta~le who see in the Organization the best possIble, If not
socI~I. and polItIcal consequ~nces are threatenmg the only, instrument for establishing a permanent
stabilIty, progress and peace m the world. political dialogue maintaining and strengthening
333, The arms race, especially the nuclear-arms international peace ,and securit~. ,
race, is ever more increasing the I?ossibility of a 339. Inde~d, in sl?lte of the .dlfficultles and obs~a-
nuclear confrontation. At the same tIme, partly as a cles the Umted N:atlons faces, It ~as demonst~ated ItS
consequence of that situation, the economic and ~sefulness as an. mstrument ayaIlable to ,the mteryta-
social gap between the developing and de~eloped t!onal co~m~mty for pursum~ coIlec~lvely obJec-
countries is widening. The enormous matenal and tlves; and It IS through the Umted Nations that for
human resources consumed ev~ry ye~r ~y the war ~he first ~ime i~ history small, countries have an input
industry could be used to contrIbute sIgmficantly to m the dIscussIOn of world Issues.
alleviating the hunger and underdevelopment affect- 340. As the international community is preparing
ing the majority of the world's population were they to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the
put at the service of the well-being and development United Nations, we think it is time to carry out an in-
of peoples. Given such a situation-which has not depth analysis of the system of international institu-
been experienced since 1945 and which some have tions. We are convinced that the United Nations
likened to real anarchy-it is becoming more evident constitutes the most valuable instrument for the
that in today's world there can be no alternative to creation of a climate of peace and co-operation
the policy of peaceful coexistence, detente and co- among peoples. As indicated in the report of the
operation among States, regardless of their economic Secretary-General on the work of the Organization
and social systems, region or geographic location. [AI3911], its role in this area, in spite of obstacles, has
334 Faithful to the principle of peaceful coexis- been ct:Ucial. In,deed, the results ,thus far show that

. h b 'h' the Umted NatIons has become m today's troubled
tenc~, Cape Verde as een advocatmg t e practIce world a irreplaceable instrument for dialogue on the
of dIalogue and entente as the only way to solve ,n h' f Id
international conflicts, and it has been categorically mamten~n~e and strengt enmg 0 .wor . peace.
and firmly rejecting the positions and attitudes of 341. It IS m that context that we vle~ WIth c~ncern
those who would build a system of international the pre~en~ trend to a~andon .the Umt~d NatIons as
security based on strength. the mam mstrument m seekmg solutions to worl~

,. , . ,problems, for there can be no doubt that .t~e Orgam-
335. , The current CflSIS SItuatIon ~as also contnb- zation is the appropriate framework for Jomt efforts
uted m ]~r,ge mea~ure to ~he we,ake~m~, and now, the and for harmonizing the interests of all, provided we
vulnerabIlIty, of mternatlOnal mstltutlOns. The Idea accept the im~lications of our interdependence. For
of an organized world, where war would no longer us a world Without the United Nations would be a
have a place, was at the root. of all the declafati<?ns set-back for international morality and legality and
and all the plans developed smce 1941, culmmatmg would give licence to the strongest to rule as they
in ~he, San Francis~o Conference. The, hopes a~d pleased.
aspIratIons of mankmd, based on the Will to, aY~)ld 342. The survival of mankind and the acuteness of
th.e catastrophe of ,a ~ew wa~, led to th.e prohibitIon international relations at present make it incumbent
o! the use of force m mtern~tIonal r~latlOns and g~ve upon all of US, without exception, to do everything
~lfth to the Idea of a collective sec~n~y system which, possible to strengthen our commitment to the United
~n ~Ufl1, presupposed the renun~latlOn ~f force ,by Nations system. Common sense and the need to
mdlvd.ual States who~e protectIOn agamst foreign preserve peace in the world require all countries ~md
agg~esslOn ~ould contm~e to be guaranteed by the the international community in general to be un-
UnlLed NatIOns through ItS enforcement machmery. yielding in d~fending the United Nations system.
336. We are witnessing a blocking of that system by 343. The fragility of international relations at pre-
the unjustifiable use of the right of veto, with the sent is having an impact on the African continent,
consequent bipolarization and political instability of worsening conflicts the solution of which must be
the world. In r ractice, the Security Council has been found within a regional framework without foreign
rendered incapable of meeting its responsibilities as interference. Cape Verde, which is an integral part of
the guardian of international peace and security. that region, is making every effort, along with other

'. f . . . I . African countries, to promote negotiated solutions to
337- IneffectIveness I,n the us~ 0 l.n~t!tutIona ma· conflicts and to preserve our regional unity.
chmery has led to an mcrease m cntlcIsms recently . . ,
directed against the United Nations, stigmatizing its 344., The sltu~tlon In. the sout~~rn pa!1 of the
incapacity, often even its paralysis, in resolving the contme~t .remams esp~clal!y sens~tlv~. With regard
great problems facing the international community. ~o Nam!bla, South Af~lca IS cont~numg t~ defy th.e
While some of these criticisms from certain sectors l~ternatlO~al comm~mty and United Nations .decI-
are meant to denigrate the role of the United Nations SIons relatmg to the mdependence of that TerrItory.
and to justify activities contrary to the Organiza- 345. Given its constant concern to make its contri-
tion's goals, others legitimately voice the concerns bution in the search for negotiated political settle-
and questions '0f a large part of the international ments to international conflicts, the Republic of
community about the proper functioning and effec- Cape Verde has done everything in its power to assist
tiveness of the United Nations as an instrument for interested parties in finding a just and peaceful
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solution leading to the independence of the Territory only if we take due account of the inalienable
of Namibia on the basis of Security Council resolu- national rights of the Palestinian people and only if
tion 435 (1978). It is within this framework and in Israel withdraws from all Arab territories occupied
this spirit that the efforts that Cape Verde has made since 1967, including Jerusalem.
to facilitate dialogue between South Africa and 355. In Lebanon, despite recent developments,
SWAPO must be understood. there has as yet been no possibility of putting an end
346. Recent developments in the situation in south- to the instability and violence that prevail through-
ern Africa can be analysed correctly only if we out the country. We hope that the Lebanese people
consider the impasse in the process of independence will succeed in overcoming that situation and return
for Namibia and the attempts at destabilization that tD a normal life.
must be fa~ed by the.countrie~ of the region! wi.th 356. A war between fraternal peoples continues
result~nt nsks to thelf sovereIgnty and terntonal between Iran and Iraq, the grave consequences of
Integnty. which are reflected in the loss of thousands of lives
347. Nor can those developments be dissociated and the destruction of goods and property acquired
from the sincere desire for peace and development on with such great effort by the p,eoples of those
the part of the peoples and Governments of the front- countries. Unfortunately, per$istent efforts at media-
line countries or from their urgent economic needs, tion, which have taken place because of this war,
which demand action now. The developments also have not yet achieved appr~ciable results. On the
reflect the acute sense of responsibility that moti~ates contrary, we see a trend towards the intemationaliza-
the peoples and Governments of those countnes. tion of the conflict, in view of the fact that it is taki!lg
348. We repeat our condemnation of the apartheid place in a very sensitive region of the world.
syste~, the basen~ss,ofwhich is ~epugnan~ to, human 357. We view with concern the situation that has
conscle':lce and dlgmt¥. T~e demal of theIr nghts on developed recently in Central America, and we
the bas~s of race, whlc~ IS the fate of most of the therefore support ~he efforts of the Contadora Group
populatIOn of South Afnca, can ~nly get worse from to establish conditions that will permit the people of
da~ to day and lead to fut:ther VIOlence such as that that region to come up with the best formulas for
whl~h recently brought gnef to the martyred South restoring peace and promoting economic and social
Afncan people. development.
349: W~ think that ~ny !lleasure that do~s not have 358. With regard to Korea, it is our opinion that
as It~ aim, th~ er,adlcatlOn .or apartheid and the replacir!g the armistice agreement by a peace agree-
creatIOn of ~nstltut~onal conditions th~t,would guar- ment would open the way to a negotiated solution
antee equ~lIty or ,fights and opportumtles for every between the parties concerned with a view to the
S~uth Afncan CltIz~n, ~egardle~s of race, sho~.Jld be peaceful reunification of the territory and re-estab-
rejected by th~ en.tlre l?ternatIonal, co~mumty. lishment of the national unity of the Korean people.
350. DecolomzatlOll Will g~ do~n In hIstory as ~ne 359. The situation in East Timor is a typical case of
of t,he most valu~bl~ contnbutlOns of the Umted a people deprived of freedom. The territory con-
~at~ons t~ the bUilding of a world of free.dom and tinues to be occupied by Indonesia in flagrant
jus~lce. HiStOry, none the less, also recor~s In several violation of the Charter of the United Nations and of
regIOns. of ~he world attacks ,upon the nght to self- intel'nat' ~ ... I law. The occupation of the territory,
det~rmlnatlOn ~f peopl~s ~hlch have thus far been which is ,\ JtJstacle to the free exercise of the right of
subject to foreIgn, dommatlOn. self-determination of the Maubere people, should be
3,51 .. We, would hke to express our ~oncern ove~ the rejected by the entire international community.
SituatIOn 1!1 other parts ~f our continent, espeCIally Many of us here have in the past experienced the
bec.ause ~he .repercusslOns those events have on situation which the fraternal people of East Timor
regIOnal sohdanty. are now going 'hrough. The most elementary rules of
352. With regard to the situation in Western Saha- justice impose {n us the moral duty to co-operate in
ra, the spirit of consensus which prevailed at the the creation of the necessary conditions for the free
nineteenth ordinary session of the Assembly of exercise of the right to self-determination in this
Heads of State and Government of the Organization territory. We would like to reaffirm our firm support
of African Unity, held at Addis Ababa in June 1983, for the cause of the Maubere people and its avant-
mmJ be maintamed as the only way to achieve a just garde, the FRETILIN,8 which has managed, at enor-
solution. Cape Verde renews its appeal to the two mous sacrifice, to maintain a firm and courageous
parties to the conflict, Morocco and the Frente position in the face of the forces of occupation. We
POLISARIO,6 to join as soon as possible in the would like also to express our appreciation to the
search fOf a satisfactory solution on the basis of Secretary-General for the efforts he has made to carry
respect for the principle of self-determination of the out the mandate given to him by the General
Saharan people. Assembly in its resolution 37/30. It is still our hope
35:;. With regard to Chad, we still firmly hope that that in contit:luing ~is efforts with the parti~s con-
the urgent need for peace for the martyred people of cerned., espeCIally, ~l~h re~a~d ~o Portugal, whIch has
that country will triumph over external influences a speCial .respons~blhty Vis-a-ViS ,the Maub,ere pecjJle
and internal dissensions, regardless of their origin or and t~e mternatlOnal commum~y, ~e ~111 be able
reason. Cape Verde encourages every effort under speedIly to find wl;lYs of restoring JustIce and the
way in the African context to find understanding flgh~s of people whIch ha.ve been tram~led UpOIl by
among the different parties to the Chad conflict. th.e invasIOn and o~cupatlon of the terntory of East
354. The Middle East remains one of the most TImor by IndoneSIa.
dangerous hotbcds of tension in the world because of 360. The present international economic situation
thl' continuing bellicose and expansionist policy of is the consequence of structural .Qnbalances the
the Government of Israel. Cape Verde reaffirms its repercussions of which have a negative effect on the
conviction that peace can be found in that region economy of the developing countries, especi,\lly the
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least develoned among them: This situation is reflect- for a global solution to the most acute problems in
ed in a whole range of negative manifestations which the, underdeveloped countries, the international com-
work against the growth and economic development munity as a whole must give them the necessary
of all countries and increase the vulnerability of the support so that they can, within the framework of
developing countries. their own development plans and priorities, get
361. This discouraging picture, to which the wide- through the critical phase.
spread deadlock in the North-South dialogue is no 368. The emergency situation, particularly in terms
stranger·-constitutes a harsh reality for the develop- of food, requires joint action by the international
ing countries. The efforts of those countries to community. The initiative of the Secretary-General
establish more just economic relations and to build a and the appeal of tht:: Director-General of the Food
truly interdependent world have unfortunately not and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
found a response 1n the attitude of some industrial- to alert world opinion to the critical food situation in
ized countries, which have not shown the political Africa are praiseworthy measures and deserve an
will that is desired in the situation. adequate international response.
362. The most recent manifestation of this absence 369. The profound economic crisis in which the
of political flexibility was found during the negotia- African continent has been plunged requires firm, .
tions this year within the Committee on the Review coherent and immediate action at the national and
and Appraisal of the Implementation of the Interna- regional levels, as well as at the international level,
tional Development Strategy for the Third United with a view to finding integrated solutions to the
Nations Development Decade and during recent urgent problems and the development problems.
a,ctivities in the process of launching global negotia- 370. There is no doubt that several factors which
hons. have given rise to the present difficult situation in
363. The Group of 77, on the basis of the proposal Africa are to be found within Africa itself, but it is no
of the Seventh Conference of Heads 0;' State or less certain that the international situation has a
Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New profoundly negative impact there. We are thus
Delhi in March 1983, guided by a spirit of co- witnessing in our continent an attempt to impose the
operation and wishing to contribute to the creation of strategic interests of countries or groups of countries
favourable conditions for launching those negotia- in order to perpetuate relations of domination which
tions, proposed a two-phased approach. We deeply are incompatible with the interests of the African
regret that despite this new demonstration of good countries.
will a~d flexibility on the part of t~e developing 371. In the conviction that the present situation
c~untnes, l;lo progress was made durmg the thlrty- threatens peace and hinders the economic and social
eighth session of the General Assembly. development of our countries, we think that Africa
364. None the less, we have confidence in the must grow stron~er in order to overcome the crisis it;
sensitivity of our partners of the North so that we can through a collective effort to make co-operation and
work together in this difficult but indispensable dialogue the essential instruments in relations be-
process of negotiations, of which the North-South tween States. But for this effort to be fruitful it must
dialogue is a part. All of us need to find a common include above all a reduction in the int,~rnal imbal-
solution to the common problems which affect us all. ances and distortions which affect the economic and
365. As a representative of a developing country, I social system of each African country.
could not fail to express our deep concern over the 372. Last year, at the thirty-eighth session [7th
low level of growth of the econo;1ies of the third meeting], the President of the Republic of Cape
world countries. The imbalance between economic Verde, Mr. Aristides Pereira, in his capacity as
reality in the developing world and the objectives Chairman of the Conference of Heads of State of the
laid down in the International Development Strategy Permanent Inter-State Committee on Drought Con-
for the Third United Nations Development Decade trol in the Sahel, made an appeal to the international
[resolution 35/56, annex] is a challenge to our community to increase its collaboration with the
collective capacity to resolve economic problems member counl.ries of that regional organization in
which affect a great part of the world population. carrying out programmes for development and to
366. Africa is the continent which is most dramati- combat desertification. In his stat~ment, th.e Presi-
cally undergoing the effects of the prolonged crisis dent of Cape Verde hastened to POIDt out, given the
affectin~ the world. It is immersed in internal extent. of the consequences of the drought and the
contradictions which are typical of a phase of extens.lOn :year after ~ear of the phenome!10n of
accelerated change. Africa is undergoing a phase in dese~lficahon, the senous da~gers threatemng the
which it is laying foundations for an economy which surVival not only of the populatlOns of the Sahe! arc:a
will be in keeping with national realities and objec- but als,?, and more anq more, of those countrIes ID
tives and will satisfy the aspirations of its peoples. It the per~pheral zone which thus far had not suffered
is therefore no surprise that the crisis should be felt such disasters.
in Africa with special intensity. 373. Over and above an ~wareness and limited or
367. We are deeply concerned at the alarming sporadic i~terventions, the international comm~nity
proportions of the economic and social aeterioration mus~ acqUIre the necess'!-ry means to act effechv~ly
in the African region. It is becoming urgent to seek and m concert and to assist ~h;e peoples and countries
solutions to meet this situation. Although the main affected to fkce .these calamltl~s and to protect other
responsibility for solving these problems lies with the area~ from theIr. tffects. ThiS should be done by
African countries themselves which are affected- f!ndmg global, Simultaneous and permanent solu-
because we are aware that realizing national obJec- hons.
tives for economic development is a task which first 374. In this context, there is clearly a need for the
of all nes with our countries-we think that, bearing States concerned to define coherent development
in m~, ~d the collective effort required in the search policies, to find adequate formulas for more activ~
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The meeting rose at 8.05 p.m.
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IThe delegations of Burkina Paso, the Dominican Republic,
Equatorial Guinea, Guatemala, Jamaica, Liberia, Panama, Qatar
and Samoa subsequently informed the Secretariat that they had
intended to vote in favour of the draft resolution.

2See Official Records o/the Security Council, Thirty-eighth Year,
2551 st meeting.

3See A/38/343, annex.
4See Official Records of the Security Council, Thirty-seventh

Year, Supplement for October. November and December 1982,
document S1I551O, annex.

sWorld Economic Survey 1984: Current Trends and Policies in
the World Economy (United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.84.n.c.1 ).

6Prente Popular para la Liberaci6n de Saguia el-Hamra y de Rio
de Oro.

7A/S-Il/14, annex I.
8Prente Revoluciomir\a de Timor Leste Independente.
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participation by the people, to adapt structures to 382. The PRESIDENT: I now call on those repre-
development needs and, finally, to undertake impor- sentatives who wish to speak in exercise of the right
tant actions in the fields of training and research. of reply.
These measures are necessary because they are 383. Mr. ARIAS STELLA (Peru) (interpretation
decisive factors for diminishing the food shortage, from Spanish): Peru joins in the appeal for under-
which is going to increase, and also for favouring standing and unity in international relations just
agricultural production, which has now become a formulated by the Foreign Minister of Ecuador.
priority for the Sahelian Governments. 384. It would be difficult to find two countries as
375. Several actions have begun for the purpose of close as Ecuador and Peru. They have the same
mitigating the effects of drought and desertification. ethnic origins, the same historical and cultural ex-
Resources have continued to be mobilized by the periences, the same view of the world and an
Inter-State Committee on Drought Control in the identical concept of man. It is our wish that all of
Sahel and the Club of Sahel. Considerable efforts that will increasingly facilitat~ our coming closer
have also been made at the national, regional and together and aid the dialogue and co-operation which
international levels. Recently, more sustained atten- are essential for our common interests and our
tion has been devoted to the question of combating destiny of solidarity.
drought and desertification through the work of 385. Peru, together with Ecuador, believes that the
international meetings held at the initiative of FAO. Andean Group represents not only an idea but also a
Moreover, coherent food strategies, as well as inte- concrete hope for the future of our countries. It
~rated development plans, are being progressively believes that the parallel efforts of the South Pacific
Implemented. Permanent Commission and the titanic endeavour of
376. The Inter-State Committee, the Institute of the imagination and labour which has gone into the
Sahel, the Agrymeht Centre and other regional bodies Amazon Pact are irreversible paths towards interna-
are in this sense useful instruments for co-ordination, tional improv:-ment in our region. That is why my
support and common thinking. They have been delegation wishes to reiterate that "any doubt or
called upon to play a more and more important role disagreement" which might disturb this trend
in integrated regional development and in establish- towards an historical rapprochement between Peru
ing the ne:cessary conditions for food self-sufficiency and Ecuador must be resolved within the existing
and restoring the ecological balance in the Sahel. applicable legal framework.
377. We firmly believe that, through a united will 386. Mr. TERAN TERAN (Ecuador) (interpreta-
and solidarity at the local, regional and international tionfrom Spanish): The delegation of Ecuador wishes
levels, we shall succeed in breaking the circle of to express its satisfaction with the words spoken by
desertification and drought and bringing about a the representative of Peru, since they indicate a will
favourable change in the present situation. towards understanding between the two countries.
378. In Cape Verde, since independence, we have Ecuador, of course, maintains that differences on
worked in this area to pursue a policy in harmony matters both de facto and de jure, the presentation of
with our own concrete reality. To meet drought, legal theses or points of view between States, must be
which has now become endemic, our efforts have ~esolved by peaceful means and mutual understand-
been directed not only towards the preservation of mg.
the soil and a systematic reaHorestation policy, but
also towards the development of our human re
sources. Popular participation in the fight against
erosion and for reafforestation in our country has
become a satisfactory approach, in spite of the
difficulties created by the persistence of the drought.
379. In this huge effort to overcome the great
difficulties imposed by a hostile nature, international
assistance has been a fundamental and an indispens
able component. We are sure that this effort will
continue to find generous SUppOlt and international
solidarity.
380. The world today is a world of glaring para
doxes. One of the paradoxes is characterized by the
persistence of hunger and underdevelopment at a
time when world production is capable of meeting
the needs of the population of the entire earth.
381. The survival of mankind demands a peaceful,
unified world in which man is the centre of the great
political decisions and the ultimate beneficiary of the
moral and material progress which all aspire to. The
creation of this world requires the active participa
tion of all.
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